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Salaam/Peace to All, 
 
here we shall clearly witness the  Absolutely MOST ESSENTIAL Miracle   

of/in  "QURAN-TESTAMENT"   and  of/in  "QURAN,"                    

here Again, in such a  perfectly Parallel  and  absolutely Complementary manner  therein, 
 
 

and thus, here Again, we shall clearly and unmistakably Comprehend that  
 

the  One and Only GOD  Whose  Name  is:   ("ALLAH")                            

 
 

has Sent-Down the whole  "QURAN-TESTAMENT"   and the whole  "QURAN"                
    

for the Eternal Salvation and Everlasting Benefits of all Nations-Peoples of the World,              

for/in this Final Age now.  

 
  
 

 

So let us clearly Witness here this  Absolutely MOST ESSENTIAL Miracle   

of/in  "QURAN-TESTAMENT"  and  of/in  "QURAN,"   

here Again, in such a  perfectly Parallel  and  excellently Complementary manner  therein, 
                              

now here, thus:    

 

 

================== 

81-  And, Lo,  ALLAH took the Covenant (=in arabic: Meethaqa) of the Prophets,  

(Saying):  When I gave you the Scripture and the Wisdom,  
 

then a "Messenger" will come to you, confirming/fulfilling what is with you,  
 

so you shall certainly "believe" in him, and you shall certainly "support" him!   

......... 

                                                       v v v v v v   



 

7-  And, Lo,  We took from the Prophets their Covenant (=in arabic: Meethaqa)  

--(as it is already clearly and unmistakably Established in the above Verse,  

in the very first place, therein)--    
 

from you (O Muhammad),  and from Noah,  and Abraham,  and Moses,  and Jesus, the Son of Mary;     

 

and We (thus) took from (all of) them a strong Covenant (=in arabic: Meethaqan) --above; 

    

8-  So that HE will surely question the truthful-ones about their truthfulness --(in this Most Important Issue above),    

and HE has prepared for the "disbelievers" --(in that  "Messenger"  who is clearly Foretold in the above Verse,  

in the very first place, again, therein)-- a painful Retribution.       

 

QURAN, Chapter:  Ali Imran 81   >>>   Ahzab 7-8                
=============================== 

    

 

So here, first of all, we should clearly and unmistakably see the Fact that  

Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) thus also gave His strong Covenant (=in arabic: Meethaqan), 

in the first place, above,  

that He (Peace be upon Him) would certainly "believe" in  and  certainly "support"  this most specific "Messenger"  

that would be Sent by our LORD ALLAH after all of these Most Honorable Prophets  
 

=i.e.  Muhammad,  and Noah,  and Abraham,  and Moses,  and Jesus, --(Peace be upon Each and Every of Them)-- 

above, from the very beginning, therein;  

 

so therefore, anyone --(thus especially from among the followers of these Most Honorable Prophets above)-- who would break  

this strong Covenant (=in arabic: Meethaqan) above, 

by ignorantly or/and arrogantly "disbelieving" (in arabic: "kafireen") in this most specific "Messenger"  (in arabic: "Rasool") above 

would rightfully be Requited, by our LORD ALLAH, with such a painful Retribution,  therein:  
 

=QURAN, Chapter: Ali Imran 81  >>>   Ahzab 7-8 

 

__________   

*Please, absolutely note that in QURAN, Chapter: Ahzab 7-8 above,  

we thus clearly and unmistakably witness the “Clear-Explanation” (=in arabic: “Bayaanahu”)  

of that Most Important Covenant (=in arabic: Meethaqa)  

which was already Clearly-Established in QURAN, Chapter: Ali Imran 81 in the very first place, above,  

 

 

 



 

by this Perfect Instruction of our LORD ALLAH,                      

from the very Beginning, here  =QURAN, Chapter: Qeyaamah 18-19) 
 

                                 v v v v v v 

                                Because 

                    the “Clear-Explanation of It” (=in arabic: “Bayaanahu”)               

            shall be Perfectly Granted unto us by our LORD               
           within the related Verses of/in QURAN, again, therein,  

                                                thereafter, thus:  

 

                                     =QURAN, Chapter:                 
                    Qeyaamah 18-19 

                     >>> 

       Therefore,              And then, 

                     this Most Important                                              this Most Important                

.    Covenant (=in arabic: Meethaqa) above                    >>>                       Covenant (=in arabic: Meethaqa) above   

 .                        has thus been            has thus been 

           Clearly-Established by our LORD                                     Clearly-Explained by our LORD  
                                here,                      here,            
                  in the first place:                                    thereafter: 

           QURAN, Chapter: Ali Imran 81       >>>      QURAN, Chapter: Ahzab 7-8              

                           
                                    >>> 

                          =QURAN, Chapter:                 
         Qeyaamah 18-19 

 

                  As we have already clearly and unmistakably Witnessed it above: 

                  =QURAN, Chapter:  Ali Imran 81     >>>      Ahzab 7-8 

             Covenant                     Covenant                                                 
.                       in arabic:      >>>           in arabic:             
              Meethaqa                      Meethaqa                        

       _________________________________________________________ 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

So now, let us clearly Witness here  

how Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) already clearly and unmistakably Prophesied about   

this most specific "Messenger" above  

thus also in His most Miraculous and important Hadith (=i.e. Prophetic Sayings) therein,  

now here thus:                         

 

==================  

Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) prophesied and said:       
 

If only one Day of this World remained, ALLAH would extend that Day,   

till HE raises up therein a "Man" who is from Me, from My family   

(=i.e. a most specific reference to His Mahdee descendant, that long awaited and anticipated    

"Messenger" who is clearly and unmistakably Foretold in QURAN, in the first place, above   

=QURAN, Chapter: Ali Imran 81  >>>   Ahzab 7-8)--   
 

 

whose name will agree with My name (=i.e. "Muhammad"  &  "Ahmad")    

whose father's name will agree with My father's name (=i.e. "Abd’ALLAH")     
 

(*So we should clearly and unmistakably Witness it  

in this Most Essential Document, now, first of all, here: 

A Most Miraculous PROPHECY of Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) =48/29                
http: // 19covenant19.com/A_Most_Miraculous_PROPHECY_of_Prophet_Muhammad_(PbuH) =48_29.pdf 

     

and he (=i.e. that "Messenger" again above) will resemble Me (=i.e. Prophet Muhammad -PbuH-)  

with regard to “khuluq” (=i.e. QURANIC “Text/Attitude”), 
 

but he (=i.e. that "Messenger" again above) will not resemble Me (=i.e. Prophet Muhammad -PbuH-)     

with regard to “khalq” (=i.e. QURANIC “Judgments/Interpretation”), 

     

and thus he will fill the Earth with "Equity" and "Justice,"    

as it had been filled with "chaos" and "discord" --(before the Advent of it).        

  

Sunan Abi Dawud,  Book 38,  Hadith 4  &  12                   
============================= 

(*So we shall clearly Witness  

each and every of such absolutely most Miraculous and essential Hadith (=i.e. Prophetic Sayings)               

of Prophet Muhammad -PbuH- above,                     

manifestly and openly, again, in this Respect, within the final post here.)     

   

   



 
As we can clearly see in this most Miraculous and important Hadith above 

that this most specific "Messenger" (=i.e. that long awaited Mahdee descendant of Prophet Muhammad -PbuH- above) 

would be  --(not exactly same, but absolutely)-- similar to Him (=in arabic: yushbihuHu)  

with regard to “khuluq” (=i.e. QURANIC “Text/Attitude”) 

--(“khuluq” clearly refers also and especially to QURANIC “Text” here,  

in the very first place  =QURAN, Chapter:  Al-Qalam  1-2-3-4)-- 
 

 

So therefore, in this most specific Respect above,  

we should absolutely see  "QURAN-TESTAMENT" now 

written in modern Arabic, as it has been clearly Dictated and perfectly Taught by our LORD ALLAH  

(=QURAN TESTAMENT 98/2-3)  

unto this most specific "Messenger" (=i.e. that long awaited Mahdee descendant of Prophet Muhammad -PbuH- above) 

for all Humanity, in this Final Age, now here: 

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  (Modern Arabic Text)                      

http: // 19covenant19.com/mucize_detay_id173.html 

 

Everything (=i.e. Each and Every Chapter and Verse Numbers, and Each and Every Statements therein,  

are exactly the Same with Holy "QURAN" that was Sent Down  

unto his most honorable Ancestor Prophet Muhammad -PbuH-  

specifically for his Nation (=i.e. “Children of Ishmael” living in Makkah and Arabia therein  

=QURAN, Chapter: Al-Baqarah 125-129  &  Fussilat 1-3  &  Al-Shoora 7)  
 

So, in this Respect, the one and only difference is:  
 

= Chapter “9” perfectly consists of  129 Verses  in total,  in "QURAN", 

and   

= Chapter “9” perfectly consists of  127 Verses  in total,  in "QURAN-TESTAMENT", 
 

 

and the perfect Spelling of each and every “Word” in "QURAN-TESTAMENT", 

in Modern Arabic Style, has thus clearly been Dictated and perfectly Taught by our LORD ALLAH  

(=QURAN TESTAMENT 98/2-3)  

unto this most specific "Messenger" (=i.e. that long awaited Mahdee descendant of Prophet Muhammad -PbuH- above)-- 

for all Humanity, in this Final Age now. 

  

 

 

 



 

And then, again, as we can clearly see in this most Miraculous and important Hadith above 

that this most specific "Messenger" (=i.e. that long awaited Mahdee descendant of Prophet Muhammad -PbuH- above) 

would not be similar to Him  (=in arabic: la yushbihuHu)  

with regard to “khalq” (=i.e. QURANIC “Judgments/Interpretation”) 

--(“khalq” clearly refers also and especially to QURANIC “Judgments” here,  

in the very first place  =QURAN, Chapter: Al-Qasas 68        Al-Ahzab 36)--     

 .                 “yakhluqu”      >      Amran  (= “Judgments”)              

                              V        V                 

                                                                    al-khiyaratu      =      al-khiyaratu        
 

 
So therefore, in this most specific Respect above,  
 

as Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) clearly-delivered (=in arabic: litubayyina) all  QURANIC “Judgments” 

by this Perfect Instruction of ALLAH unto Him therein (=QURAN, Chapter: Al-Nahl 43-44) 

that are Most Suitable & Most Desirable and Excellent for his Nation (=i.e. “Children of Ishmael” living in Makkah and Arabia  

therein  =QURAN, Chapter: Al-Baqarah 125-129  &  Fussilat 1-3  &  Al-Shoora 7)  

that they may always perfectly Observe them, therein, 

 

so, this most specific "Messenger" (=i.e. that long awaited Mahdee descendant of Prophet Muhammad -PbuH- above) 

would thus clearly-deliver (=in arabic: litubayyina) all  QURANIC “Judgments” 

by this Perfect Instruction of ALLAH unto him herein (=QURAN TESTAMENT, Chapter 16/43-44) 

that are Most Suitable & Most Desirable and Excellent for all (other) Nations-Peoples of the World,    

=QURAN TESTAMENT, Chapter 6/114-115  &  13/7  &  21/107)  

that they may always perfectly Observe them, in this Respect, Worldwide, therein,                  

in this Final Age now.  

  

So therefore, here again, in this most specific Respect above,  

please, certainly see the English translation of "QURAN TESTAMENT", 

for/in this Final Age, now here: 
 

QURAN TESTAMENT  (English Translation)                  
http: // 19covenant19.com/QURAN-TESTAMENT.pdf 

*Please, certainly see the Introduction therein, in this Respect, first of all,  

and then also  

=e.g.  Chapter 2/282   &   4/3, 34   &   5/38-39   &   24/30-31   &   33/35-36   &    ………..  

in this Respect again, in the very first place, therein.  

 

 

              



 

 

So now, let us clearly Witness here 
 

"19"  coded  (=QURAN TESTAMENT  74/30-31)      
 

Absolutely MOST ESSENTIAL Miracles 
 

of/in  "QURAN-TESTAMENT"   and   of/in  "QURAN,"   
 

now here thus: 

  

 

= "QURAN-TESTAMENT"  perfectly Consists of  "114" Chapters,  from the very Beginning,   

here thus:  

 

                            total                                                      total                                                   total                                                    total            
.                         Number of                                            Number of                                            Number of                                          Number of            
Chapter No.       Verses                   Chapter No.       Verses                   Chapter No.       Verses                 Chapter No.       Verses             
.         therein                                                   therein                                                   therein                                                 therein       

       1                  7                           30                 60                          59                 24                         88                26                   

         2                286                         31                 34                          60                 13                         89                30           .      

         3                200                         32                 30                          61                 14                         90                20                 

         4                176                         33                 73                          62                 11                         91                15                      

         5                120                         34                 54                          63                 11                         92                21                    

        6                165                         35                 45                          64                 18                         93                11                      

        7                206                         36                 83                          65                 12                         94                 8                  

        8                 75                          37                182                         66                 12                         95                 8                     

        9                127                         38                 88                          67                 30                         96                19                      

      10               109                         39                 75                          68                 52                         97                 5             

      11               123                         40                 85                          69                 52                         98                 8  

      12               111                         41                 54                          70                 44                         99                 8 

      13                43                          42                 53                          71                 28                        100               11 

      14                52                          43                 89                          72                 28                        101               11 

      15                99                          44                 59                          73                 20                        102                8 

      16               128                         45                 37                          74                 56                        103                3 

      17               111                         46                 35                          75                 40                        104                9 

      18               110                         47                 38                          76                 31                        105                5 

      19                98                          48                 29                          77                 50                        106                4 

      20               135                         49                 18                          78                 40                        107                7 

      21               112                         50                 45                          79                 46                        108                3 



      22                78                          51                 60                          80                 42                        109                6 

      23               118                         52                 49                          81                 29                        110                3 

      24                64                          53                 62                          82                 19                        111                5 

      25                77                          54                 55                          83                 36                        112                4 

      26               227                         55                 78                          84                 25                        113                5 

      27                93                          56                 96                          85                 22                        114                6 

      28                88                          57                 29                          86                 17                         

      29                69                          58                 22                          87                 19   

 

    

 

So, there are  "114" Chapters   and   "6234" Verses  in total, above, 
    

in the whole "QURAN TESTAMENT,"                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
 

by the Perfect Revelation of our LORD AL-LAH, from the very Beginning.   

 

======================                         

"Basmalah"  (=i.e.       "Bismi             AL-LAH          Al-Rahman          Al-Raheem")  

(=in English:  "In (the) Name of       THE-GOD         The-Gracious            The-Merciful")  
 

is a Most Essential (un-numbered) Statement  at the very beginning of all Chapters  

except for  

Chapter  "1"  --(it is exclusively in  Verse No. 1  therein),   

and   

Chapter  "9"  --(it is exclusively in  Verse No. 30  --exactly nineteen Chapters afterwards--  therein); 

            

we can clearly Witness it here: 
 

EXCELLENT MIRACLES  (1) 
http: // www.19covenant19.com/BIBLICAL-1.pdf 

on page no. 4 and 20  

 

So thus there are  "112" (un-numbered) "Basmalahs"    +    "2" (numbered) "Basmalahs"                
.                                   at the very beginning of              within the actual text of              
     all of those Chapters above          each of those Chapters above 

 

= "114" "Basmalahs"  in total,  
    

in the whole "QURAN TESTAMENT,"  above,                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

        

by this Most Wise and Perfect Decree of our LORD AL-LAH,   
 

from the very Beginning, here:  

 



 

QURAN TESTAMENT  76/23-24       =       78/29     >>      72/28 
                                                                                                                                                             V                                           V               .   
                                                               Precisely                   Precisely                . 
                           Counted                    Counted                 
                    in arabic:                                 in arabic:                       
               Ahsayna                             Ahsaa 
 

 

======================                 

           

 

===============                         

* All of these  "114" Chapters   &   "6234" Verses   &   "114" Basmalahs  in total, above,     

can rightfully be Witnessed in the original Arabic text of the whole "QURAN-TESTAMENT,"   
 

in this Final Age now, here:  19covenant19.com/AN-AWESOME-MIRACLE-(1)---(Long-Version; Arabic-Text-included).pdf                                             
 

=============== 

 

 

 

And then, again, 

 

= "QURAN"  perfectly Consists of also  "114" Chapters,  from the very Beginning,   

here thus:  

 

                            total                                                      total                                                   total                                                    total            
.                         Number of                                            Number of                                            Number of                                          Number of            
Chapter No.       Verses                   Chapter No.       Verses                   Chapter No.       Verses                 Chapter No.       Verses             
.         therein                                                   therein                                                   therein                                                 therein       

       1                  7                           30                 60                          59                 24                         88                26                   

         2                286                         31                 34                          60                 13                         89                30           .      

         3                200                         32                 30                          61                 14                         90                20                 

         4                176                         33                 73                          62                 11                         91                15                      

         5                120                         34                 54                          63                 11                         92                21                    

        6                165                         35                 45                          64                 18                         93                11                      

        7                206                         36                 83                          65                 12                         94                 8                  

        8                 75                          37                182                         66                 12                         95                 8                     

        9                129                         38                 88                          67                 30                         96                19                      

      10               109                         39                 75                          68                 52                         97                 5             

      11               123                         40                 85                          69                 52                         98                 8  

      12               111                         41                 54                          70                 44                         99                 8 

      13                43                          42                 53                          71                 28                        100               11 

      14                52                          43                 89                          72                 28                        101               11 

      15                99                          44                 59                          73                 20                        102                8 



      16               128                         45                 37                          74                 56                        103                3 

      17               111                         46                 35                          75                 40                        104                9 

      18               110                         47                 38                          76                 31                        105                5 

      19                98                          48                 29                          77                 50                        106                4 

      20               135                         49                 18                          78                 40                        107                7 

      21               112                         50                 45                          79                 46                        108                3 

      22                78                          51                 60                          80                 42                        109                6 

      23               118                         52                 49                          81                 29                        110                3 

      24                64                          53                 62                          82                 19                        111                5 

      25                77                          54                 55                          83                 36                        112                4 

      26               227                         55                 78                          84                 25                        113                5 

      27                93                          56                 96                          85                 22                        114                6 

      28                88                          57                 29                          86                 17                         

      29                69                          58                 22                          87                 19   

 

    

 

So, there are  "114" Chapters   and   "6236" Verses  in total,  
    

in the whole "QURAN,"  above,  
  

==============  

*So we should certainly See here again  

this most Essential and important one and only difference,   

in this Respect, above:  
 

= Chapter “9”  perfectly consists of  127 Verses  in total, in  "QURAN TESTAMENT",   

as we have already clearly Witnessed it, in the previous post, above,  
 

and 
 

= Chapter “9”  perfectly consists of  129 Verses  in total, in  "QURAN",  

as we have already clearly Witnessed it, above,  

==============                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

 

by the Perfect Revelation of our LORD AL-LAH, from the very Beginning.   

 

 
 

======================   

And then, here again,                       

 

 

"Basmalah"  (=i.e.       "Bismi             AL-LAH          Al-Rahman          Al-Raheem")  



 

(=in English:  "In (the) Name of       THE-GOD           The-Gracious            The-Merciful")  
 

is a Most Essential (un-numbered) Statement  at the very beginning of all Chapters  

except for  

Chapter  "1"  --(it is exclusively in  Verse No. 1  therein),   

and   

Chapter  "9"  --(it is exclusively in  Verse No. 30  --exactly nineteen Chapters afterwards--  therein). 

======================           

 

So thus there are  "112" (un-numbered) "Basmalahs"    +    "2" (numbered) "Basmalahs"                                              
                            at the very beginning of              within the actual text of              
                 all of those Chapters above          each of those Chapters above 

 

= "114" "Basmalahs"  in total,  in the whole "QURAN,"  above,                                                                                                                                                                                                             

 

by this Most Wise and Perfect Decree of our LORD AL-LAH,   
 

from the very Beginning, again, here:  

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  33/40       =       78/29     >>       72/28 
                                                                                                                           V                                             V               .   
                                                        Precisely                    Precisely               .   
                                            Counted                     Counted                  
                                in arabic:                                   in arabic:                        
                   Ahsayna                               Ahsaa 
 

 

======================                 

           

 

===============                         

* All of these  "114" Chapters   &   "6236" Verses   &   "114" Basmalahs  in total, above,     

can rightfully be Witnessed in the original Arabic text of the whole "QURAN,"   
 

e.g. here:  https: // www.searchtruth.com/quran_reading/quran.html?page=1&page_size=1&page_style=5                                              
 

=============== 

 

    

                              --continues in the next post-- 

 

 

     

       

    

   

 



 

 

So now,            

  

= the total occurrences of the very (first) “Word”  

of this Most Essential Statement (=i.e.  "Basmalah") above: 

(=i.e.  “Bismi”  AL-LAH  Al-Rahman  Al-Raheem)   

 

in these Most Essential Perfect Forms:  (=  “The Name”  &  “Name”) --in Arabic: (= “Al-Asm”  &  “Asm”)       

is thus:    1  +  18   =   19  in total,  in the whole  "QURAN TESTAMENT",    

and again,  

is thus:    1  +  18   =   19  in total,  in the whole  "QURAN",  above;   

         

and then, 

 

= the total occurrences of the (Most Important) “WORD”  

of this Most Essential Statement (=i.e.  "Basmalah") above:  

(=i.e.  Bismi  “AL-LAH”  Al-Rahman  Al-Raheem)   

 

in these Most Essential Perfect FORMS:  (= “THE-GOD”  &  “THE GOD”) --in Arabic: (= “AL-LAH”  &  “LIL-LAH”)       

is thus:    2661  +  149   =   2810,  in total,  in the whole  "QURAN TESTAMENT", 

and then  

is thus:    2662  +  149   =   2811,  in total,  in the whole  "QURAN". 

(*Please, note that  

this is because there is one more occurrence of the “WORD” (=i.e.  “THE-GOD”) --in Arabic: (= “AL-LAH”) 

in that most specific Chapter “9”,  Verse No. 129  above, for/within "QURAN" therein); 

 

and then, 

 

= the total occurrences of the (third) “Word”  

of this Most Essential Statement (=i.e.  "Basmalah") above:  

(=i.e.  Bismi  AL-LAH  “Al-Rahman”  Al-Raheem)   

 

in these Most Essential Perfect Forms, here again:  (= “The Gracious”  &  “The Gracious”) --in Arabic: (= “Al-Rahman”  &  “lil-Rahman”)       

is thus:    160  +  9   =   169,  in total,  in the whole  "QURAN TESTAMENT",    

and again,  

is thus:    160  +  9   =   169,  in total,  in the whole  "QURAN",  above;  

 

 



 

and then, finally, 

 

= the total occurrences of the (fourth) “Word”  

of this Most Essential Statement (=i.e.  "Basmalah") above:  

(=i.e.  Bismi  AL-LAH  Al-Rahman  “Al-Raheem”)   

 

in these Most Essential Perfect Forms, here again:  (= “The Merciful”  &  “Merciful”) --in Arabic: (= “Al-Raheem”  &  “Raheem”)       

is thus:    146  +  80   =   226,  in total,  in the whole  "QURAN TESTAMENT",    

and then,  

is thus:    146  +  81   =   227,  in total,  in the whole  "QURAN"  above. 

(*Please, note that  

here again, this is because there is one more occurrence of the “Word” (=i.e.  “Merciful”) --in Arabic: (= “Raheem”) 

in that most specific Chapter “9”,  Verse No. 128  above, for/within "QURAN"  therein). 

  

 

===============                         

*The total occurrences of Each of these Most Prominent and Important (Four) “Words”  

(=i.e.  “Asm”  &  “AL-LAH”  &  “Al-Rahman”  &  “Al-Raheem”) 

of this Most Essential Statement (=i.e.  "Basmalah")  above,  

can rightfully be Witnessed in the original Arabic text of the whole "QURAN-TESTAMENT,"   
 

in this Final Age now, again here:  19covenant19.com/AN-AWESOME-MIRACLE-(1)---(Long-Version; Arabic-Text-included).pdf    
  

and can rightfully be Witnessed in the original Arabic text of the whole "QURAN,"   
 

now, again (e.g.) here:  https: // www.searchtruth.com/quran_reading/quran.html?page=1&page_size=1&page_style=5                                              
 

  

*And please, certainly note that we have Rightfully taken  

especially and also all of those Most Essential (un-numbered) “Basmalahs”   

--at the very beginning of each of those (“112”) Chapters above--  into Account,  

and have thus clearly and unmistakably Witnessed  

= the total occurrences of Each of these  

Most Prominent and Important (Four) “Words”  therein above,  

Most Clearly and Perfectly,  

for/within the whole "QURAN-TESTAMENT,"  and  for/within the whole "QURAN,"  above.   

=============== 

  

 

 

 

 



 

 

=============== 

*And please, certainly note that  

Each of these Most Prominent and Important (Four) “Words”    

of this Most Essential Statement (=i.e.  "Basmalah")  above:  

(=i.e.  “Asm”  &  “AL-LAH”  &  “Al-Rahman”  &  “Al-Raheem”) 

have thus clearly and unmistakably been Established by our LORD AL-LAH,  

throughout the whole "QURAN-TESTAMENT,"  and  throughout the whole "QURAN,"     

--in their “Most Essential Perfect Forms”  =i.e. which may thus always come  

specifically and only with or without a “definite article” therein-- 

 

in this “Perfectly Symmetrical” Excellent Manner,  

from the very Beginning, therein: 

 

“AL-LAH”            <   >      “AL-RAHMAN”                 
.     (“THE-GOD”)           <   >  (“THE-GRACIOUS”) 

 

 “LIL-LAH”            <   >      “LIL-RAHMAN”                 
.      (“THE-GOD”)           <   >  (“THE-GRACIOUS”) 

 

                                  and then 

 

  “Al-Raheem”            <   >          “Al-Asm”                
. (“The-Merciful”)         <   >      (“The-Name”)      

 

 “Raheem”             <   >            “Asm”                  
.     (“Merciful”)             <   >         (“Name”)      

 

 as our LORD AL-LAH has already clearly and unmistakably Indicated to us  

that HE would absolutely Establish them in this “Perfectly Symmetrical” Excellent Manner, above, 

from the very Beginning, here thus: 

 

=======                           

110-  Say:  

           Call HIM                                     or Call HIM  

        “AL-LAH”        <   >             “AL-RAHMAN”                 
  (= “THE-GOD”),         <   >              (= “THE-GRACIOUS”),    

 

by whichever (Name) you call, to HIM belongs (all of such) Most Beautiful Names (above).   



  

QURAN TESTAMENT  17/110                           

=======          

 

 

So therefore, we shall clearly Witness --(in the next posts, inshaAL-LAH)-- all of those  

"19"  Coded,  Absolutely MOST ESSENTIAL Miracles  here,  

always in this “Perfectly Symmetrical” Excellent Manner, above. 

            
 

 

========== 

*But in this Respect again, finally, we should also certainly note that 

 

“AL-LAH”                                         
.     (“THE-GOD”)                 

 

“LIL-LAH”                                           
.     (“THE-GOD”)                         

            xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx                                           

                          V                   

  “Ilah”                                           .           
.         (“God”)                   

 

                                              “Al-Asm”              
                (“The-Name”) 

 

                              “Asm”                
                (“Name”) 

                                   xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx   

                       V 

                                         “sm”               
    .           .                           (“Name”)  

 

 

                

 

 

 

 



 

this most specific Word (=“Ilah”)  shall always be rightfully Excluded --on the left side-- from our Table above, 

because it has an  over-the-perfect-limit (=i.e. one more) “Letter”  in its Most Essential Form,  

in this Respect, therein: 

 

               =AL-(LAH) 

            =(“I”lah)     

 

and then this most specific Word (=“sm”)  shall always be rightfully Excluded --on the right side-- from our Table above,    

because it has an  under-the-perfect-limit (=i.e. one less) “Letter”  in its Most Essential Form,  

in this Respect, again, therein: 

 

           =Al-(Asm) 

                                                                     =(“A”sm)     

  

 

thus --(in exact “opposite” manner)-- above, 

in such a perfectly Complementary/Corresponding and absolutely Most Precise/Accurate Manner, 

by this Most Wise and Perfect Decree of our LORD AL-LAH,  

from the very Beginning, again, here  =QURAN TESTAMENT  74/28-29-30  
 

(*So we shall clearly Witness these most Essential and Important Verses above,             

also in this Respect, manifestly and openly, again, within the final post here.)  

==========  

     

 

 

--continues in the next post-- 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

So now, let us clearly Witness here  
 

these  "Most MAGNIFICENT"  &  "Most EXCELLENT"  MIRACLES 
 

--with Regard to these Most Prominent and Important (Four) “Words”  
 

of this Most Essential Statement (=i.e.  "Basmalah") above:    
 

(=i.e.  “Asm”  &  “AL-LAH”  &  “Al-Rahman”  &  “Al-Raheem”) 
 

 

for/within the whole "QURAN-TESTAMENT,"   and   for/within the whole "QURAN,"  above,   
 

in such a  perfectly Equal/Parallel  and  absolutely Complementary/Corresponding  Excellent Manner,  

 

now here thus:   

 

 

 
                                         

                 "QURAN"                                        "QURAN"                                "QURAN"                                     "QURAN"         

          TESTAMENT                                    TESTAMENT                                                                                                                                   
               

total Occurrences                         total Occurrences                total Occurrences                            total Occurrences                           
.  of The Word:                of The Word:                                                                   of The Word:                   of The Word:  

 .    AL-LAH          total Number          total Number               AL-LAH         <<   >>            Al-Rahman         total Number        total Number              Al-Rahman              

.       LIL-LAH          of Chapters          of Chapters              LIL-LAH         <<   >>            Lil-Rahman             of Chapters          of Chapters                Lil-Rahman         

.       therein:                     therein:                    therein:                    therein:       .                      therein:                       therein:                  therein:                     therein:                                                                      
                                                                   

                     

  2810           114          114          2811                              169              114          114             169               

.          *              <                >                  *           *            <                >                      * 
 

               --And Then--                    --And Then--                 
.                             Again               Again             
             Also                Also                                 

 

                   .                                     
                 "QURAN"                                        "QURAN"                                 "QURAN"                                      "QURAN"         

          TESTAMENT                                     TESTAMENT                                                                                                                                  
               

total Occurrences                       total Occurrences                 total Occurrences                           total Occurrences                           
.  of The Word:              of The Word:                                                                   of The Word:                   of The Word: 

. Al-Raheem       total Number          total Number            Al-Raheem         <<   >>              Al-Asm            total Number         total Number                  Al-Asm              

.      Raheem          of Chapters          of Chapters              Raheem           <<   >>                      Asm                              of Chapters          of Chapters                        Asm          

.       therein:                     therein:                    therein:                    therein:       .                      therein:                       therein:                  therein:                      therein:                                                                      
                                                                   

                     



  0226           114          114          0227                              019              114          114              019               

.          *              <                >                   *             *                <                >                      * 

 

 

                = x...         = x...   

                 --And Then--                       --And Then--                
             Again                   Again            
              Also                    Also                                            

 

                = x...        = x...      

 

    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

============     

*Please, absolutely note that  

for/within Each of these two Cases above:  

 

2810             ---            ---          2811                              169                ---             ---             169                  

.     *               <                >                *       *                <                >                   * 
 

 --And Then--                      --And Then--            .                                          
.     Again                Again                          
.       Also                 Also  

    

0226             ---            ---          0227                              019                ---             ---               019                  

.     *               <                >                *       *                <                >                    * 
           

we have placed all of these most specific Numbers  

legitimately and rightfully, in perfect “equal” number of digits above: 

  

    (2810     =     2811)             (169     =     169)                 

             V V V V                      V V V V          V V V            V V V     

    (0226     =     0227)            (019     =     019) 

 

for/within the “Left” section  and also  for/within the “Right” section,  

legitimately and perfectly, for/within Each of those two Cases above; 
 

and thus all of them in such a  perfectly Equal/Parallel  and  absolutely Complementary/Corresponding  Excellent Manner,  

for/within Each of those two Cases --(*as we have already clearly Witnessed them in the previous pages)-- above: 

 

                     <<   >>                             

               <<   >>                           

 ---            ---          ---            ---                      

.   <                     >        <                      > 

          <<   >>                                        

           <<   >>         .         

 ---            ---          ---            ---                      

.  <                     >        <                      > 

 

 

 



           

 

So now, let us clearly Witness here  

--as a Final  Awesome  Confirmation  and  Approval  by our LORD AL-LAH 
 

of All of those  Absolutely MOST ESSENTIAL Miracles   
 

of/in the whole  "QURAN-TESTAMENT"   and   of/in the whole  "QURAN"  above,  
 

 

in such a  "Most MAGNIFICENT"  &  "Most EXCELLENT"  Perfect Manner,  
 

 

now, Finally, here Again thus: 

 

 

 that first Case above:                                                                 that first Case above: 
 

                 "QURAN"                                        "QURAN"                                "QURAN"                                           "QURAN"         

          TESTAMENT                                          TESTAMENT                                                                                                                                   
               

total Occurrences                         total Occurrences                total Occurrences                            total Occurrences                           
.  of The Word:                of The Word:                                                                   of The Word:                   of The Word:  

 .    AL-LAH          total Number          total Number               AL-LAH         <<   >>            Al-Rahman         total Number        total Number              Al-Rahman              

.       LIL-LAH          of Chapters          of Chapters              LIL-LAH         <<   >>            Lil-Rahman             of Chapters          of Chapters                Lil-Rahman         

.       therein:                     therein:                    therein:                    therein:       .                      therein:                       therein:                  therein:                     therein:                                                                      
                                                                   

                     

  2810           114          114          2811                              169              114          114             169               

.          *              <                >                   *             *                <                >                     * 
 

               --And Then--                    --And Then--                 
.                             Again               Again             
             Also                Also   

                               

that second Case above:                                                                 that second Case above: 

                   .                                     
                 "QURAN"                                        "QURAN"                                 "QURAN"                                            "QURAN"        

          TESTAMENT                                           TESTAMENT                                                                                                                                   
               

total Occurrences                       total Occurrences                 total Occurrences                           total Occurrences                           
.  of The Word:              of The Word:                                                                   of The Word:                   of The Word: 

. Al-Raheem       total Number          total Number            Al-Raheem         <<   >>              Al-Asm            total Number         total Number                  Al-Asm              

.      Raheem          of Chapters          of Chapters              Raheem           <<   >>                      Asm                              of Chapters          of Chapters                        Asm          

.       therein:                     therein:                    therein:                    therein:       .                      therein:                       therein:                  therein:                      therein:                                                                      
                                                                   

                     

  0226           114          114          0227                              019              114          114              019               

.          *              <                >                   *             *                <                >                      * 



 

 

   So now, here they are, 

in such a  "Most MAGNIFICENT"  &  "Most EXCELLENT"  Perfect Manner,  

Finally, here Also thus: 

 

 

                            for/on the “Left” section,                   for/on the “Right” section,                        

               with Regard to                     with Regard to 

                     those first & second Cases above:               those first & second Cases above: 

 

              "QURAN"                                                "QURAN"             "QURAN"                          "QURAN"          

                        TESTAMENT            TESTAMENT                                                                                                 

                                                    .         
                               .           
total Number            total Number            total Number            total Number                        total Number            total Number            total Number            total Number           
of Chapters              of Chapters            of Chapters             of Chapters   of Chapters              of Chapters            of Chapters             of Chapters        .                      
.      above:                          above:               .      above:                         above:   .      above:                          above:               .      above:                         above: 
        

       114            114          114            114        114            114           114            114            

.          V                          V                      V                    V           V                          V                       V                      V    

 
                   --And Then--                   --And Then--           

    Again                Again            
                Also                Also 

   
        total             total          total           total               total             total           total             total             
. Occurrences                Occurrences            Occurrences                Occurrences       Occurrences                Occurrences    Occurrences                 Occurrences                  
. of The Word:               of The Word:            of The Word:      of The Word:       of The Word:                of The Word:             of The Word:        of The Word:                              

 Al-Raheem              AL-LAH             AL-LAH             Al-Raheem               Al-Rahman               Al-Asm               Al-Asm              Al-Rahman             

.     Raheem                LIL-LAH             LIL-LAH                Raheem     Lil-Rahman                      Asm                                          Asm                                  Lil-Rahman          

.       above:                            above:               .      above:                          above:   .      above:                               above:               .       above:                         above:  .                          
                                                                

                     

     0227            2811        2810             0226                 169             019            019            169       

            *               *               *               *       *                 *                        *               * 
     .                                                      

 

 

 

 

 



 

        = x...      = x...       = x...      = x...       

                
 

                      --And Then--              --And Then--            
      Again                    Again                                    
.       Also                     Also                           

  

= x x...               = x x... 

  

                                 

thus all of them in such a  perfectly Equal/Parallel  and  absolutely Complementary/Corresponding  Excellent Manner,  

here Again,  

with regard to Each of those --(first & second)-- two Cases above, 

  

for/within the whole "QURAN-TESTAMENT"   and   for/within the whole "QURAN",  above,    
 

by this Absolutely Most Wise  and  Perfect "Creation Design" of our LORD AL-LAH,  
 

from the very Beginning, again, here: 

 
QURAN TESTAMENT   

76/23-24  =  20/133-134    =    78/27-28-29    =    74/16-17  >>  26-27-28-29-30-31        .   
                         V                      V              V                        V                                                                  V  
 

                                  Precisely                                                                                .  

                               Signs                   Signs  Counted                  Signs     >>                                   "19"         
              in Arabic:                in Arabic:       in Arabic:                  in Arabic:                         

            Ayaat                  Ayaat      "Ahsaa"                Ayaat 



                      >              >         ^      >            ^    

                         

 

*So we shall clearly Witness all of these absolutely most Essential and important Verses above,             

manifestly and openly, again, in its Entirety, also within the final post here.  

   

 

 

 

                  --continues in the next post-- 

 

 

                                        

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

So now, let us clearly Witness here  

--now as an Ultimate  Awesome  Confirmation  and  Approval  by our LORD AL-LAH 
 

of All of those  Absolutely MOST ESSENTIAL Miracles   
 

of/in the whole  "QURAN-TESTAMENT"   and   of/in the whole  "QURAN"  above,  
 

 

in such a  "Most MAGNIFICENT"  &  "Most EXCELLENT"  Perfect Manner,  
 

 

now, Ultimately, here Again thus: 

 

 

      for/on that “Left” section,                  for/on that “Right” section,                        

               with Regard to                     with Regard to 

                     those first & second Cases above:               those first & second Cases above: 

 

              "QURAN"                                                "QURAN"             "QURAN"                          "QURAN"          

                        TESTAMENT            TESTAMENT                                                                                                 

                                                    .         
                               .           
total Number            total Number            total Number            total Number                        total Number            total Number            total Number            total Number           
of Chapters              of Chapters            of Chapters             of Chapters   of Chapters              of Chapters            of Chapters             of Chapters        .                      
.      above:                          above:               .      above:                         above:   .      above:                          above:               .      above:                         above: 
        

       114            114          114            114        114            114           114            114            

.          V                          V                      V                    V           V                          V                       V                      V    
 

                   --And Then--                   --And Then--           
    Again                Again            
                Also                Also 

   
        total             total          total           total               total             total           total             total             
. Occurrences                Occurrences            Occurrences                Occurrences       Occurrences                Occurrences    Occurrences                 Occurrences                  
. of The Word:               of The Word:            of The Word:      of The Word:       of The Word:                of The Word:             of The Word:        of The Word:                              

 Al-Raheem              AL-LAH             AL-LAH             Al-Raheem               Al-Rahman               Al-Asm               Al-Asm              Al-Rahman             

.     Raheem                LIL-LAH             LIL-LAH                Raheem     Lil-Rahman                      Asm                                          Asm                                  Lil-Rahman          

.       above:                            above:               .      above:                          above:   .      above:                               above:               .       above:                         above:  .                          
                                                                

                     

     0227            2811        2810             0226                 169             019            019            169       

            *               *              *               *       *                *                   *               * 
     .                                          

 



 

  

So now, here they are, 

in such a  "Most MAGNIFICENT"  &  "Most EXCELLENT"  Perfect Manner,  

Ultimately, here Also thus: 

 

 

 for/on that “Left” section above:            for/on that “Right” section above:  

.                  total                         total            
    Occurrences                 Occurrences            
.       of those  4 “Words”            of those  4 “Words”            
.        of  “Basmalahs”              of  “Basmalahs”           
           above:                above:  

    

   0227    +      2811   +   2810    +        0226                 169    +      019     +      019    +      169       

             

                  V            V                 
      .      Grand Total             Grand Total               

     .     above:                 above: 

                                6074          376 

          *           * 

 

                                   --And Then--                          
           Also 

  

 "QURAN"              "QURAN"                                               

                        TESTAMENT                                                                                            

 total Number of        total Number of                           

“Basmalahs”      “Basmalahs”                                           
.       therein:                 therein: 

  .   114    +      114                                                

        Grand Total       Grand Total                                    Grand Total                
    above:           above:       above: 

    228               6074           376 

       *       *           * 
 



                            = x...      

                 
                                        --And Then--                     
                Also                          
                              .                                  

                      

           = x x...   

 

 

         ================ 

                  And                   
    Thereafter                   
        Again                    
       Finally                   
         Also                       
.        ================            

 

 

 

for/on that “Left” section above:            for/on that “Right” section above:  

 

  114     +        114    +    114     +         114                 114    +        114     +     114     +       114 
             plus                 plus             

                V                                V 

   .               total                            total            
       Occurrences                     Occurrences            
.       of those  4 “Words”             of those  4 “Words”           
.        of  “Basmalahs”                                of  “Basmalahs”           
           above:                above:  

 

   0227    +      2811   +   2810    +        0226                 169    +      019     +      019    +      169       

             



                  V            V                 
      .      Grand Total             Grand Total               

     .     above:                 above: 

                                6530           832 

     *              * 
 

                                   --And Then--                          
           Also 

  

                              "QURAN"            "QURAN"                

                                        TESTAMENT                                                                                            

       total Number of       total Number of        

         “Basmalahs”      “Basmalahs”          
     .          therein:             therein: 

  .                                 114    +     114                              

                  

                Grand Total                                    Grand Total                            Grand Total         
               above:       above:             above: 

 

                         6530           832                 228  

         *            *                 * 

 
 

                            = x...    

                   
                                        --And Then--                     
                Also                          
                              .                                  

                      



                       = x x...   

 

 

thus all of them in such a  perfectly Equal/Parallel  and  absolutely Complementary/Corresponding  Excellent Manner,  

here Again,  

with regard to Each of those --(first & second)-- two Cases above, 

  

for/within the whole "QURAN-TESTAMENT"   and   for/within the whole "QURAN",  above,    
 

by this Absolutely Most Wise  and  Perfect "Creation Design" of our LORD AL-LAH,  
 

from the very Beginning, again, here: 

 
QURAN TESTAMENT   

76/23-24  =         3/3-4    =    78/27-28-29    =    74/16-17  >>  26-27-28-29-30-31                 .   
                         V                V              V                         V                                                                  V  
 

                            Precisely                                                                                  .  

                               Signs            Signs      Counted                  Signs     >>                                   "19"          
                       in Arabic:         in Arabic:        in Arabic:                  in Arabic:                          

            Ayaat           Ayaat        "Ahsaa"               Ayaat 

                      >          >            ^          >             ^    

                         

 

 

            --continues in the next post-- 

 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

So now, let us clearly Witness these  Absolutely MOST-MIRACULOUS Verses 

of/in  "QURAN-TESTAMENT"   and   of/in  "QURAN",   
 

in this Respect above, now here, Finally, thus: 

 
   

========================  

49-  (For,)  every "intended-thing"  (=i.e. thus also and Especially,  

all of those  total Number of  “Chapters,”   

and the  total Occurrences of  Each of these Most Specific (Four) “Words”  

of the “Basmalah” therein:    
 

(=i.e.  “Asm”  &  “AL-LAH”  &  “Al-Rahman”  &  “Al-Raheem”) 
 

of/in the whole  "QURAN-TESTAMENT,"   and   of/in the whole  "QURAN,"  above)--        
 

We have Created them (=i.e.  each of those most specific  total Numbers  &  total Occurrences  above)-- 

based on  "Perfect-MEASURE"  (=in Arabic: "biQADARIN")!  

 

              v v v v v v v v v v   
 

   

28-  …………………….. And HE has Precisely-COUNTED  every "intended-thing"  (=i.e. here Again,  

thus also and Especially, all of those  total Number of  “Chapters,”   

and the  total Occurrences of  Each of these Most Specific (Four) “Words”  

of the “Basmalah” therein:    
 

(=i.e.  “Asm”  &  “AL-LAH”  &  “Al-Rahman”  &  “Al-Raheem”) 
 

of/in the whole  "QURAN-TESTAMENT,"   and   of/in the whole  "QURAN,"  above)--   
     

as/in  "Numbers"  (=in Arabic: "Adadan")!    

 

              v v v v v v v v v v  

  

29-  And every "intended-thing"  (=i.e. here Again,  

thus also and Especially, all of those  total Number of  “Chapters,”   

and the  total Occurrences of  Each of these Most Specific (Four) “Words”  



of the “Basmalah” therein:    
 

(=i.e.  “Asm”  &  “AL-LAH”  &  “Al-Rahman”  &  “Al-Raheem”) 
 

of/in the whole  "QURAN-TESTAMENT,"   and   of/in the whole  "QURAN,"  above)-- 
 

We have Precisely-COUNTED them (=i.e.  each of those most specific  total Numbers  &  total Occurrences  above)  

(as/in)  "SCRIPTURE"  (=in Arabic:  "KITABAN")!  

                    

QURAN TESTAMENT  54/49   >>>   72/28   >>>   78/29      

      

 

30-  Upon it  (shall be)  "19"  --(as an Awesome Signature of                   

such a  "Perfect-MEASURING"  &  "Precise-COUNTING"   

on all of those most specific  total Numbers  and  total Occurrences  above.)--   

                  
 

QURAN TESTAMENT  74/30-31 

*So we shall Witness these absolutely most Essential and Important Verses above (=74/30-31- ……… -55-56),             

manifestly and openly, again, in its Entirety, within the final post here.                   
==================================  

  

                v v v v v v v v v   

 

 

97-  The “Arabs” (=i.e. a most specific reference, first of all, to “Children of Ishmael,” living in “Arabia” now)--  

are the most fervent in “rejecting” --the “Left” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)   

(=QURAN TESTAMENT  74/16-17  >>  26-27-28-29-"30"-31)  above now  =29/"47"     
 

and (also) in “opposing” --the “Right” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)   

(=QURAN TESTAMENT  74/16-17  >>  26-27-28-29-"30"-31)  above now  =29/"49",           
 

for/and (they are) more/most likely not to know the Boundaries of what AL-LAH has Sent-Down upon HIS "Messenger"   

(=i.e. a most specific reference to this "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"  =i.e. that long awaited  

Mahdee "descendant" of Prophet Muhammad -Peace be upon Him- as clearly Foretold, in the first place, above)--  

  

*So we shall clearly Witness each of those  

absolutely most Miraculous and important “Hadith” (=i.e. Prophetic “Sayings”)  

of Prophet Muhammad -Peace be upon Him-  
 

=with regard to His long awaited Mahdee "descendant" above, 



and  
 

=with regard to such rejecting & opposing “Arabs” in this Final Age now,  
 

manifestly and openly, again, in the next post here.       

 

And  AL-LAH is  --(thus also and Especially,  

 

--due to/on  the “Left” side  above--                          --due to/on  the “Right” side  above--  
 

        “Best-Knower,”                “Best-Judge.” 
 

 

98-  And from the “Arabs” (=i.e. here again, a most specific reference, first of all, to “Children of Ishmael,” living in “Arabia” now)--    

are some who consider what they spend as a fine, and wait for the circles (of Calamities) upon you.  

Upon them --(when/if they do not immediately repent and truthfully return to AL-LAH here =3/86-87-88-89)-- 

(will come) the circle of Calamities;  

--(*please, see it in QURAN TESTAMENT,  

in this respect, now here:  6/65-66-67  &  44/10-16  &  ……)  
 

for  AL-LAH is  --(thus also and Especially,  

 

--due to/on  the “Left” side  above--                          --due to/on  the “Right” side  above--  
 

        “Best-Hearer,”              “Best-Knower.” 
 

 

99-  And from the “Arabs” (=i.e. here again, a most specific reference, first of all, to “Children of Ishmael,” living in “Arabia” now)--          

are some who believe in AL-LAH and the Last “Day” (=i.e. a specific reference especially and also to this Last “Millennium,” now, 

because  a “Day” = “1000 Years”  in the Sight of our LORD, from the very Beginning, in this Respect, here =22/47)-- 

and they consider what they spend  

--thus Especially, due to/on  the “Left” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  above now =29/"47"--   

as a means of getting-Closer towards AL-LAH,   
 

and --thus Especially, due to/on  the “Right” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  above now =29/"49"--   

as a means of Supporting the "Messenger"    

(=i.e. a most specific reference to this "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"  =i.e. that long awaited  

Mahdee "descendant" of Prophet Muhammad -Peace be upon Him- as clearly Foretold, in the first place, again, above.)--  

  

So indeed, “it” (=i.e. “what they spend” in the Cause of AL-LAH above)-- 

is a means of getting-Closer (towards AL-LAH) for them, (for) AL-LAH will Admit them into HIS Mercy;  
 



 

(For) certainly, AL-LAH is --(here Again, thus also and Especially,  
 

 

--due to/on  the “Left” side  above--                          --due to/on  the “Right” side  above--  
 

       “Best-Forgiver,”    << (49/14) >>         “Most-Merciful.”               
                           15 

 

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  9/97-98-99 
 

                  v v v v v v v v v   

 

36-  And those to whom We have (previously) given the Scripture (=i.e. Jews, and Christians, and Arabs)  

shall rejoice in what has been Sent Down to you --(here  =QURAN TESTAMENT  74/26-30, 31   

as they should absolutely recognize this long awaited "Messiah and Mahdee descendant" of  

Prophet David and Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Both of Them)  

now, as they recognize their own "Son" here  =QURAN TESTAMENT  2/146-147  &  6/19-20-21)-- 
 

============ 

*We have already clearly witnessed  

why and how all truthful “Jews” (=i.e. “Children of Jacob”  of/in  Israel)   

should absolutely recognize this long awaited "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"  above  

as they recognize their own “Son,” in this Final Age, now here: 
 

Most Significant "19"  of/in  QURAN TESTAMENT  and  of/in  PSALMS-ZABOOR!  (1) (2) 

http: // 19covenant19.com/Most_Significant_19_of_in_QURAN_TESTAMENT_and_of_in_PSALMS-ZABOOR!_=26_196-197_(1).pdf 

http: // 19covenant19.com/Most_Significant_19_of_in_QURAN_TESTAMENT_and_of_in_PSALMS-ZABOOR!_=26_196-197_(2).pdf 

 

And we have already clearly witnessed  

why and how all truthful “Arabs” (=i.e. “Children of Ishmael”  of/in  Arabia)   

should absolutely recognize this long awaited "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant" above   

as they recognize their own “Son,” in this Final Age, now here: 
 

Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) clearly Foretells about  MIRACLE "19" here!  (1) (2) 

http: // 19covenant19.com/Prophet_Muhammad_(PbuH)_clearly_foretells_about_MIRACLE_19_here!_(1).pdf 

http: // 19covenant19.com/Prophet_Muhammad_(PbuH)_clearly_foretells_about_MIRACLE_19_here!_(2).pdf 
 

And we will continue, inshaAL-LAH, to clearly Witness each of those  

absolutely Most Miraculous and Essential  QURANIC “Verses”   

and  Prophetic “Sayings” (=i.e. “Hadith”) of Prophet Muhammad -Peace be upon Him-  

in this Regard above, manifestly and openly, again, in the next post here. 

============   



 

   

but (there are some) of the Groups who would reject parts of it (=QURAN TESTAMENT 5/49-50).   
 

Say: I am certainly commanded to serve AL-LAH and never to set-up-any-"partner" with HIM  

=i.e. here Again, first of all,   

 

 absolutely  no "partner"   in HIS "ONENESS,"   

because no one and nothing can never be deemed                     

a "partner" (=e.g. in the form of a "spouse" or "son" or "daughter"  etc.)--  to/with HIM,  
in no way, Never, at all    =QURAN TESTAMENT  112/1-2-3-4   &   42/11   &   72/2-3,  

 

 absolutely  no "partner"  in HIS "SELF-BEING/SOVEREIGNTY"                   

because no one and nothing can never be deemed                     

a "partner" (=e.g. in the form of an "intrinsic piece/part" or "likeness/image"  etc.)--  to/of HIM,  
in no way, Never, at all  =QURAN TESTAMENT  43/15   &   42/11   &   17/111   &   19/65,   

     

 absolutely  no "partner"  in HIS "JUDGEMENTS,"                      

because no one and nothing can never be deemed                     

a "partner" (=e.g. in the form of an "ally" or "counselor" or "equal"  etc.)--  to/with HIM,  
in no way, Never, at all  =QURAN TESTAMENT  17/111   &   18/26-27   &   5/50   &   6/114-115,  

 

(For) --thus especially, due to/on  the “Left” side  of those  "19" Coded  Signs > Ayat  above now =29/"47"--   

(Only) Towards HIM I call,  (=12/108-109-110)     

 

and --due to/on  the “Right” side  of those  "19" Coded  Signs > Ayat  above now =29/"49"--  

(Only) Towards HIM is my goal.  (=72/20-21-22-23)     
 

 

  

37-  For thus, We have sent it down a Judgement in Arabic --(that we may Judge  

exclusively and only in accordance with It  among/in all humanity here:  4/105-106-107  =  6/114-115-116   

by  never setting-up-any-"partners" with HIM, first of all, in HIS Judgements (in arabic: Hukm),    

as clearly and unmistakably Emphasized, in the very first place, again, here: 18/26-27)--      
 

But if you follow their (such) lowly-desires --(here: 2/120  =  9/30-31  >  42/21-22)  after what has come to you  

of (this) "Knowledge" (above), then (there shall) not be for you from AL-LAH  

--thus especially, due to/on  the “Left” side  of those  "19" Coded  Signs > Ayat  above now =29/"47"--  no Ally,   

 

 

 



 

and --due to/on  the “Right” side  of those  "19" Coded  Signs > Ayat  above now =29/"49"--  no Defender!     
 

                                --(due to this Clear and Perfect Warning,                
    .        from the very beginning, again, here:                                       

           

                                             = dire consequences of rejecting those  (Signs > Ayat) above now      10/94-"95"-96 

                                = dire consequences of setting-up  any-"partners"  to/with HIM above now    39/64-"65"-66 
 

   

QURAN TESTAMENT  13/36-37                       
======================= 

 

 

  
 

       

                                                    --continues in the next post-- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

======================= 

81-  And, Lo,  AL-LAH took the Covenant (=in arabic: Meethaqa) of the Prophets,  

(Saying):  When I gave you the Scripture and the Wisdom,  
 

then a "Messenger" will come to you, confirming/fulfilling what is with you,  
 

so you shall --thus especially, 

 

      --due to/on  the “Left” side  above now--                          --due to/on  the “Right” side  above now--  

 

               certainly "believe" in him,                                          and certainly "support" him!    

       in arabic:                  in arabic:   

 ( la-“tuminunna” bihi, )                 ( la-“tansurunna”hu! ) 

  

                                                                             v v v v v v   

 

7-  And, Lo,  We took from the Prophets their Covenant (=in arabic: Meethaqa)  

--(as it is already clearly and unmistakably Established in the above Verse,  

in the very first place, therein)--    
 

from you (O Muhammad),  and from Noah,  and Abraham,  and Moses,  and Jesus, the Son of Mary;     
 

and We (thus) took from (all of) them a strong Covenant (=in arabic: Meethaqan) --above; 

  

8-  So that HE will surely question the truthful-ones about their truthfulness --(in this Most Important Issue above),    

and HE has prepared for the "disbelievers" --(in that  "Messenger"  who is clearly Foretold in the above Verse,  

in the very first place, again, above)-- a painful Retribution.       

 

QURAN, Chapter: Ali Imran 81   >>>   Ahzab 7-8                
============================== 

    

So here, first of all, we should clearly and unmistakably see the Fact that  

Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) thus also gave His strong Covenant (=in arabic: Meethaqan), 

in the first place, above, thus to 

  

     certainly "believe" in him,                                          and certainly "support" him,    

       in arabic:                  in arabic:   

 ( la-“tuminunna” bihi, )                 ( la-“tansurunna”hu, ) 



  

this most specific "Messenger" above,  

that would be Sent by our LORD AL-LAH after all of these Most Honorable Prophets  
 

=i.e.  Muhammad,  and Noah,  and Abraham,  and Moses,  and Jesus, --(Peace be upon Each and Every of Them)-- 

above, from the very beginning, therein;  

 

so therefore, anyone --(from among the followers of these Most Honorable Prophets above)-- who would break  

this strong Covenant (=in arabic: Meethaqan) above, 

by ignorantly or/and arrogantly "disbelieving" (in arabic: "kafireen") in this most specific "Messenger"  (in arabic: "Rasool") above 

would rightfully be Requited, by our LORD AL-LAH, with such a painful Retribution,  therein:  
 

=QURAN, Chapter:  Ali Imran 81          >>>             Ahzab 7-8                     
             vvvvvvvvvv          vvvvvvvvv 

           Covenant                     Covenant                  
             in arabic:         >>>          in arabic:                 
            Meethaqa             Meethaqa                   
         V                   V 

         certainly "believe" in him                for "disbelievers"                 
             in arabic:         >>>              in arabic:                  
.               la-"tuminunna" bihi           lil-"kafireen"                       
    ^^^^^^^                                           ^^^^^                     
                                        a painful Retribution, above.  

                                 

 

 

 

 

So now, let us clearly Witness here  

how Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) already clearly and unmistakably Prophesied about   

this most specific "Messenger" above 

also in His most Miraculous and important Hadith (=i.e. Prophetic Sayings) therein, thus to  

 

    --due to/on  the “Left” side  above now--                          --due to/on  the “Right” side  above now--  

 

               certainly "believe" in him,                                          and certainly "support" him,    

       in arabic:                  in arabic:   

 ( la-“tuminunna” bihi, )                 ( la-“tansurunna”hu, ) 

     

in order to perfectly observe/fulfill His strong Covenant (=in arabic: Meethaqan)  

as He (Peace be upon Him) had already earnestly promised to His LORD AL-LAH, to do so,  

in this Respect, in the first place, again, therein above: 
 



  

=QURAN, Chapter:  Ali Imran 81           >>>          Ahzab 7-8                  
    vvvvvvvvv                       vvvvvvvv  

     Covenant                            Covenant                  
               in arabic:          >>>        in arabic:                  
                      Meethaqa           Meethaqa    
 

 

now here thus:                         
 

==================  

Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) prophesied and said:       
 

If only one “Day” of this World remained, AL-LAH would extend that “Day,”   

till HE raises up therein a "Man" who is from Me, from My family   
 

(=i.e. a most specific reference to His Mahdee descendant, that long awaited and anticipated    

"Messenger" who is clearly and unmistakably Foretold in QURAN, in the first place, above:   

=QURAN, Chapter: Ali Imran 81  >>>   Ahzab 7-8)--   
 

whose name will agree with My name (=i.e. "Muhammad"  &  "Ahmad")    

whose father's name will agree with My father's name (=i.e. "Abd’ALLAH")     
 

(*So we should clearly and unmistakably Witness it  

in this Most Essential Document, now, first of all, again, here: 
 

A Most Miraculous PROPHECY of Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) =48/29                
http: // 19covenant19.com/A_Most_Miraculous_PROPHECY_of_Prophet_Muhammad_(PbuH) =48_29.pdf 

     

and he (=i.e. that most specific "Messenger" above) will resemble Me (=i.e. Prophet Muhammad -PbuH-)  

with regard to “khuluq” (=i.e. QURANIC “Text/Attitude”), 

but he (=i.e. that most specific "Messenger" again above) will not resemble Me (=i.e. Prophet Muhammad -PbuH-)   

with regard to “khalq” (=i.e. QURANIC “Judgments/Interpretation”), 
 

and thus he will fill the Earth --thus Especially,  

due to/on those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-27-28-29-"30"-31)   

above now  =29/"47  &  49",         

  

--due to/on  that “Left” side  above--                   --due to/on  that “Right” side  above   
 

  "Perfect-Equity,"            and "Perfect-Justice,"    

 

as it had been filled with  "chaos"  and  "discord"  --(before the Advent of it).     

 

Sunan Abi Dawud,  Book 38,  Hadith 4  &  12                   
============================= 



 
 

So now, first of all, let us also clearly Witness here   

all of these "Fard Rakahs" and "Sunnah Rakahs" of  Daily “5” Prayers, 

as it is perfectly taught by Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him),  

by the Great Blessing of AL-LAH unto Him therein,   

specifically to his Nation (=i.e. “Children of Ishmael,” first of all, in Makkah and Arabia, therein =Baqarah 127-129),  

now here thus: 
 

                                                                "Fard Rakahs"       "Sunnah Rakahs" 

Morning/Fajr Prayer:                           2                             2    in this specific order therein   >     2 

Noon/Zuhr Prayer:                             4                             6     in this specific order therein   >     4  then  2 

Afternoon/Asr Prayer:                       4                           4     in this specific order therein   >     4 

Evening/Maghrib Prayer:                   3                          2     in this specific order therein   >     2 

Night/Isha Prayer:                             4                           9     in this specific order therein   >     4  then  2  then  3 

 

   So here they are: 
 

                                                   "Fard Rakahs"              "Sunnah Rakahs"                . 
                          above:                                 above: 
 

                                                   2   4   4   3   4              2   6   4   2   9                          
.        ^   ^   ^   ^   ^              ^   ^   ^   ^   ^                                                        

                                              =19x...        =19x... 

 

                      And then,                  
      here they are, again,   

         thus also in those specific orders                   
.       --(as already clearly pointed out  > within that right section above)-- 

 

                                                   "Fard Rakahs"              "Sunnah Rakahs"               . 
                         above:                                  above: 
 

                                                  2   4   4   3   4         2    4-2    4    2    4-2-3             
                              ^   ^    ^    ^    ^         ^      ^  ^          ^      ^     ^  ^ ^                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

                                             =19x...          =19x... 



  

 

So, all of these  Most AWESOME  &  Most AMAZING  Miracles  above 

are among Perfect/Solid Proofs that Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him)  

thus already perfectly observed/fulfilled His strong Covenant (=in arabic: Meethaqan)  

with regard to that most specific “Messenger” above  =QURAN, Chapter: Ali Imran 81  >>>   Ahzab 7-8       

 

  

--due to/on  the “Left” side  above now--                     --due to/on  the “Right” side  above now--  
 

                     by certainly "believing" in him,                              by certainly "supporting" him,    

                      in arabic:                                     in arabic: 

              ( la-“tuminunna” bihi, )                        ( la-“tansurunna”hu, ) 

 
  

in such a  Most AWESOME  &  Most AMAZING  Manner,  

thus even from the very beginning, above,                           
 

as He (Peace be upon Him) had already earnestly promised to His LORD AL-LAH, to do so,   
in this Respect, in the first place, again, therein above: 

 
 

=QURAN, Chapter:  Ali Imran 81           >>>          Ahzab 7-8                  
    vvvvvvvvv                       vvvvvvvv  

     Covenant                            Covenant                  
               in arabic:          >>>        in arabic:                  
                      Meethaqa           Meethaqa                                            

                                                                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

And then, again, Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him)  
 

     by performing concise Prayers                                          by carrying out holy Expeditions              
.                     specifically for                                                                    specifically for   

   19        19               

         days,                times, 

                        (=Tirmidhi, Book 6, Hadith 6)             (=Sahih Muslim, Book 32, Hadith 174) 
  

                               &                             & 
 

    by teaching a perfect Supplication                                         by teaching a perfect Adhan Call               
.                     specifically in                                                                      specifically in   

   19         19               

        Words,              Phrases, 
 

                      (=Sahih Muslim, Book 6, Hadith 225)                                                (=Abu Dawud, Book 2, Hadith 112)       

                                                                               

He (Peace be upon Him) thus already perfectly observed/fulfilled His strong Covenant (=in arabic: Meethaqan), 

with regard to that most specific “Messenger” above  =QURAN, Chapter: Ali Imran 81  >>>   Ahzab 7-8    
 

  

     --due to/on  the “Left” side  above now--                                   --due to/on  the “Right” side  above now--  
 

                   by certainly "believing" in him,                                          by certainly "supporting" him,    

                   in arabic:                                                  in arabic: 

           ( la-“tuminunna” bihi, )                                     ( la-“tansurunna”hu, ) 

 
  

in such a  Most AWESOME  &  Most AMAZING  Manner,  

thus even from the very beginning, again, above,                           

as He (Peace be upon Him) had already earnestly promised to His LORD AL-LAH, to do so,   
in this Respect, in the first place, again, therein above: 

 

=QURAN, Chapter:  Ali Imran 81           >>>          Ahzab 7-8                  
    vvvvvvvvv                       vvvvvvvv  

     Covenant                            Covenant                  
               in arabic:          >>>        in arabic:                  
                      Meethaqa           Meethaqa                                            

 

                           



 

 

So now, let us continue to witness Prophet Muhammad’s (Peace be upon Him)  

absolute "belief"   &   absolute "support"  unto this most specific "Messenger"  above, 

in all of His other most Miraculous and important Hadith (=i.e. Prophetic Sayings) therein,  

now here also thus: 
 

=============== 

Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) clearly prophesied and said:     
 

The "Mahdee" (=i.e. that  "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"  as clearly Foretold in QURAN,  

in the first place, again, above  =QURAN, Chapter: Ali Imran 81  >>>   Ahzab 7-8)-- will be of My family,  

of the descendants of Fatimah.     
 

____________________ 

*Please, certainly note that due to the Fact that  

our LORD AL-LAH will  “Guide”  (=in arabic: “Yahdee”)  all of HIS truthful Servants  

Specifically by these most Superb and matchless "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  

in this Final Age, now here:   
 

=QURAN TESTAMENT  74/30-“31”   >>   “Yahdee” 
 

hence, Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) always rightfully calls His long awaited “descendant”  

=i.e. that  "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"  above,  

 

Specifically as  “Guided-One”  =in arabic: “Mahdee”  

 

in all of His such most Miraculous and important Hadith (=i.e. Prophetic Sayings), from the very beginning, above.   

____________________ 

 

 

Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) clearly prophesied and said:       
 

The "Mahdee" (=i.e. that  "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"  above again)-- will be of My lineage,  

and he will have a peculiar forehead and a prominent nose.    
 

And (thus) he will fill the Earth --thus Especially,  

due to/on those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-27-28-29-"30"-31)   

above now  =29/"47  &  49",         

  

  --due to/on  that “Left” side  above--                             --due to/on  that “Right” side  above--   
 

 "Perfect-Equity,"           and "Perfect-Justice,"    

 



 

as it had been filled with  "chaos"  and  "discord"  --(before the Advent of it).        

 

And (thus) he will reign (for/upon) “Seven” years.     
 

 

Year No.   Year No.   Year No.   Year No.   Year No.   Year No.   Year No.    

7          6          5          4          3          2          1                  
.  ^          ^          ^          ^          ^          ^          ^ 

       =19x...          =19x... 

 

Sunan Abi Dawud, Book 38,  Hadith 6    

Sunan Abi Dawud, Book 38,  Hadith 7   

================= 

 

==================   

After delivering to them another most Miraculous and important Hadith (=i.e. Prophetic Saying) therein,    

Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) said to the believers:      
 

... Those who are present here must deliver "them" (=i.e. all of His such most Miraculous and important Hadith  

(=i.e. Prophetic Sayings) above-- to those who are absent (now);    

that perhaps, those who are present here would (thus ultimately) deliver them to the One who is more capable    

of understanding "them!"   

(=i.e. a most specific reference to His long awaited Mahdee descendant  

who would, by the Great-Blessing of AL-LAH, clearly understand all of His such most Miraculous and important Hadith  

(=i.e. Prophetic Sayings) much better than those present therein at that time above,  

and thus will earnestly, accurately and clearly present "them" to all Humanity, in this Final Age now, here.)    
 

Then Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) repeated “twice” therein:   
 

--due to/on  that “Left” side  above now--                     --due to/on  that “Right” side  above now-- 
 

       "No doubt! Haven't I conveyed                                        "No doubt! Haven't I conveyed                        

(AL-LAH's  Message  to you)?"                                   (AL-LAH's  Message  to you)?"   

 

 

Sahih Bukhari, Book 3, Hadith 9, 47   

============== 

 



 

==============                                 

One day, Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) came to her (=i.e. his Wife, the honorable Mother  

of all believers) Zainab bint Jahsh (therein) in a state of fear and said:     

There is no God except AL-LAH!   
Woe to the "Arabs" from the Great-Disaster that has approached (unto them).   

For, today a hole has been opened in the dam of  

 

--due to/on  that “Left” side  above now--                     --due to/on  that “Right” side  above now-- 

     Gog,                            and Magog,  

 

like this; Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) made a circle with His index finger and thumb (therein).     

Zainab bint Jahsh (the honorable Mother of all believers) added:  I said: O AL-LAH's Messenger,  

shall we (=i.e. all "Arabs" above) be punished (by AL-LAH) even though there might be righteous people  

among us (in the Future, at that time)?     
 

Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) said:    

Yes, when the (number) of evil-doers --(thus also and especially, those who would ignorantly/arrogantly reject and oppose  

His long awaited and anticipated Mahdee descendant  =i.e. that  "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"  above)--  

increased (at that time)!      

 

Sahih Bukhari, Book 92, Hadith 82                                               

============== 

  

*So we should absolutely See again  

these most Miraculous and Important Verses here:   

=QURAN TESTAMENT  9/“97-98”-“99”   

in this Respect, in the very first place, above.     
 

And thereafter, we should also certainly see “Gog and Magog,”  

in this Respect again, above, first of all, now, here:  
 

GOG and MAGOG have already swarmed down from every Height =21/96-97               
http: // 19covenant19.com/GOG_and_MAGOG_have_already_swarmed_down_from_every_Height_now!_=21_96-97.pdf  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

__________________________ 

*So please, absolutely See all of those other most Miraculous and essential Hadith (=i.e. Prophetic Sayings)    

of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him), in this Respect, above,  

now, first of all, again, here: 

QuintEssential "19" of/in  “QURAN-TESTAMENT”  and  of/in  “QURAN”  (=20/133-135)  { 1 }           
http: // 19covenant19.com/QuintEssential_“19”_of/in_QURAN-TESTAMENT_and_of/in_QURAN!_=20_133-135.pdf 

*we should absolutely continue to clearly Witness it,                     
starting exactly from the beginning of  page no. 39  to the end of  page no. 57  therein,                
in the very first place, above.                   
__________________________ 

 

 

So now, we may rightfully Proceed here  

and continue to clearly Witness all other most Miraculous and important Hadith (=i.e. Prophetic Sayings)    

of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him), in this Respect, again,  

now here thus:        

 

==============   

Ali (the beloved “son-in-law” of the Prophet) looked at his son al-Hasan (the beloved “grand-son” of the Prophet)  

and said:  

This “son” of mine is a “noble-one” as the Prophet (Peace be upon Him) named him (thus),  
 

and/for from his progeny will come forth a “Man” (=i.e. that Mahdee descendant of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him)  

=i.e. that long awaited  "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"  as clearly Foretold in QURAN,  

in the first place, again, above =QURAN, Chapter: Ali Imran 81  >>>   Ahzab 7-8)--  
 

who will be called by the “Name” of your Prophet (=i.e. “Muhammad”); ……… 

 

Sunan Abi Dawud, Book 38, Hadith 12    

 

   V V V V V V V  

  

Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) prophesied and said: 

 

And there (shall) not (be) any “Mahdee”  except  “Jesus, Son of Mary.” 

 

Sunan Ibn Majah, Book 36, Hadith 114                       
================ 

 

 



 
So here, first of all, we should clearly and unmistakably see this Fact here:  

Prophet Jesus, Son of Mary (Peace be upon Him) had already been Raised to Heaven by our LORD AL-LAH,  
and would never come back to this World thenceforth, till the Day of Judgment, in the Hereafter:   
 

=QURAN TESTAMENT  3/55  >>  5/117-118-119-120 
 

and Prophet Jesus (Peace be upon Him) shall thus absolutely -Personally- bear Witness to this Fact  

(=i.e. that He would never come back, and did never came back, to this World thenceforth above)  

till the Day of Judgment, in the Hereafter, therein:   
  

=QURAN TESTAMENT  4/158-159  >>  5/117-118-119-120 
  

(*So please, absolutely See these most Essential and Important Verses above,  

manifestly and openly, now, in the very first pages of this Most Essential Document, 

first of all, also here:   

QuintEssential "19"  of/in  “QURAN TESTAMENT”  and  of/in  “GOSPEL-INJEEL”  (=20/133-135)                                    
http: // 19covenant19.com/Quintessential_“19”_in_QURAN TESTAMENT_and_in_GOSPEL-INJEEL!_=20_133.pdf 

  

So Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) --who already knew this Perfectly Solid/Clear QURANIC Fact above 

better/best than anyone else on earth therein-- 

(=i.e. that Prophet Jesus -PbuH- would never come back, and did never came back, to this World thenceforth, above,  

till the Day of Judgment, in the Hereafter, therein =QURAN TESTAMENT  4/158-159  >>  5/117-118-119-120)  
 

thereupon with a great Prophetic Wisdom above  

thus clearly and unmistakably names His Mahdee descendant  

=i.e. that long awaited "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"  as clearly Foretold in QURAN,  

in the first place, again, above  =QURAN, Chapter: Ali Imran 81  >>>   Ahzab 7-8)--  
 

first of all, 

as a  “Muhammad”   

(=i.e. unto Whom  “Most-Praised-MESSAGE-Granted”  Servant of GOD)              

(*so please, clearly see it again in His most Essential and important -first- Hadith (=i.e. Prophetic Saying),             
in this Respect, above), 
 

and then also    

as a  “Jesus, Son of Mary,”   

(=i.e. unto Whom  “Most-Revered-MESSAGE-Granted”  Servant of GOD, “Son of Chaste-Woman”)        

(*so please, clearly see it again in His most Essential and important -second- Hadith (=i.e. Prophetic Saying)             
in this Respect, above), 

  

 

 



 

  

because Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) already knew also this Perfectly Solid/Firm  QURANIC Fact, 

again, better/best than anyone else on earth therein,  
 

that His long awaited Mahdee descendant above had already been destined  

and specifically been entitled/named by AL-LAH  

also as a  “Jesus” (=i.e. unto Whom  “Most-Revered-MESSAGE-Granted”  Servant of GOD,  
 

and also as a  “Son of Mary”  (=i.e.  “Son of Chaste-Woman”)   
 

and also as a  “Son of Man = Human”  therein,  

just like Prophet Jesus (Peace be upon Him) was entitled/named by HIM  

as a  “Jesus” (=i.e. unto Whom  “Most-Revered-MESSAGE-Granted”  Servant of GOD,  
 

and also as  “Son of Mary”  (=i.e. “Son of Chaste-Woman”)   
 

and also as a “Son of Man = Human” therein, from the very Beginning.   

 

(*So please, absolutely see it, in this Respect above, also in “GOSPEL-INJEEL,”   

manifestly and openly, therein, now, in the very first pages of that Most Essential Document, 

already clearly Referred to above).  

 

 

                  V V V V V V V  

 

 

================ 

Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) prophesied and said:  
 

The governings will not increase but only in tyranny/despotism, and the world but only in recklesness/ignorance,  

and the people but only in selfishness/egotism,  
 

and (consequently), the “Hour” (=i.e. a most specific reference  

thus also and especially to the “Hour” of this fast-approaching dreadful “Heavenly Requitals,”  

here in this Case  =QURAN TESTAMENT  44/10-14, 15-16  in this Final Age now)-- 
 

will not come but only upon/because of (such) evil-doing Peoples --(of/in the World);  
 

and there (shall) not (be) any “Mahdee” --(before the coming of this fast-approaching “Hour” unto the World, above)--  

except “Jesus, Son of Mary” (=i.e. a most specific reference to His Mahdee descendant  

who would legitimately be entitled/named by AL-LAH  
as a  “Muhammad”  and also as a  “Jesus, Son of Mary”, as we have clearly witnessed it above,  
 



 

=i.e. that long awaited "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"  as clearly Foretold in QURAN,  

in the first place, again, above  =QURAN, Chapter: Ali Imran 81  >>>   Ahzab 7-8).   
 

 

Sunan Ibn Majah, Book 36, Hadith 114  
 

    

                      V V V V V V V  

  
 

Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) prophesied and said:             
 

The “Hour” (=i.e. here again, a most specific reference  

thus also and especially to the “Hour” of this fast-approaching dreadful “Heavenly Requitals,”  

here in this Case  =QURAN TESTAMENT  44/10-14, 15-16  in this Final Age now)-- 
 

will not come until “Jesus, Son of Mary” (=i.e. here again, a most specific reference  

to His Mahdee descendant who would legitimately be entitled/named by AL-LAH  
as a  “Muhammad”  and also as a  “Jesus, Son of Mary”, as we have clearly witnessed it above,  
 

=i.e. that long awaited "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"  as clearly Foretold in QURAN,  

in the first place, again, above  =QURAN, Chapter: Ali Imran 81  >>>   Ahzab 7-8)--   
 

comes down --thus Especially,      

  

--due to/on  that “Left” side  above now--                        --due to/on  that “Right” side  above now--   
 

  as an “equitable Judge,”                   and as a “truthful Pioneer.”  

 

And he (=i.e. His Mahdee descendant again above)  

--(in “figurative” sense)-- will thus break the "Cross"  (=i.e. by absolutely refuting   

this "Messiah Dajjal" =  this "False Messiah" ideology, symbolized by the "Cross", 

as it is strongly Refuted and utterly Condemned by our LORD AL-LAH,  
in the first place, here  =QURAN TESTAMENT  5/17-18-19  >>  72-73-74)-- 

 

and he (=i.e. His Mahdee descendant again above)   

--(here again, in “figurative” sense)-- will thus kill the "Pig"  (=i.e. by absolutely refuting   

this "Messiah Dajjal" =  this "False Messiah" ideology, represented by such false "Clergy" 

here  =QURAN TESTAMENT  5/59-“60”-61-62-63-- 

as it is strongly Refuted and utterly Condemned by our LORD AL-LAH,  
in the first place, again, here  =QURAN TESTAMENT  5/17-18-19  >>  72-73-74)-- 

   



 

and he (=i.e. His Mahdee descendant again above)   

--(here again, in “figurative” sense)-- will abolish the “Jizyah/Tax” (=i.e. by absolutely refuting   

this "Messiah Dajjal" =  this "False Messiah" ideology above,  

and exempting all such truthful "Christians" here  =QURAN TESTAMENT  5/83-84-85    

from this “pecuniary obligation”  =QURAN TESTAMENT  9/29-30-31   

by this Most-Compassionate & Most Benevolent Commandment of our LORD AL-LAH,  
in the first place, again, here  =QURAN TESTAMENT  5/17-18-19  >>  “69”  >>  72-73-74)-- 

    

but the wealth will become so abundant --(for such untruthful "Christians" here =QURAN TESTAMENT  23/52-56  &  22/67-72 

who would thus ignorantly, arrogantly and belligerently insist on following   

that "Messiah Dajjal" =  this "False Messiah" ideology above,  

which is strongly Refuted and utterly Condemned by our LORD AL-LAH,  
in the first place, again, here  =QURAN TESTAMENT  5/17-18-19  >>  72-73-74)--  
 

that no one --(among those ignorantly, arrogantly and belligerently acting "Christians" above =QURAN TESTAMENT  23/52-77  &  22/67-72)--  

will accept him (=i.e. His Mahdee descendant again above).   

 

Sunan Ibn Majah, Book 36, Hadith 153  

 
 

           V V V V V V V  
 

 

Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) prophesied and said:     
 

A group of My people will not cease striving in the Cause of/upon “The TRUTH,”  

and they will prevail towards/until the Day of Judgment --(in this Final Age now).  
 

And then “Jesus, Son of Mary” (=i.e. here again, a most specific reference to His Mahdee descendant  

who would legitimately be entitled/named by AL-LAH  
as a  “Muhammad”  and also as a  “Jesus, Son of Mary”, as we have clearly witnessed it above,  

 

=i.e. that long awaited "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"  as clearly Foretold in QURAN,  

in the first place, again, above =QURAN, Chapter: Ali Imran 81  >>>   Ahzab 7-8)--   
 

would then come down, --may AL-LAH 

  
--due to/on  that “Left” side  above now--                             --due to/on  that “Right” side  above now-- 

               “Grant-Support”                                     and “Grant-Peace,”               
              =in arabic:           =in arabic:  

                



 

            “Salla”             wa  “Sallama”               
      unto him,             (unto him),  

    (33/56)                         (8/43) 

 

and their (=i.e. that righteous “group of Prophet Muhammad’s people” mentioned above) Leader would say:  

“Come and lead us in Prayer,”  but he (=i.e. His Mahdee descendant again above) would say:  

No; because  --here again, thus especially  

 

--due to/on  that “Left” side  above now--                             --due to/on  that “Right” side  above now--                   
 

                  “some” of you            unto/for “some” (of you)      

 

should be (such) “Role-Models/Pioneers.” (=QURAN TESTAMENT  25/73-“74”-75-76)  
 

(For, this is) the  --"19" Coded--  Perfect-Favor/Blessing  

(that) AL-LAH (has Granted unto) this People --(here again,  

in this Final Age, now here  =QURAN TESTAMENT  74/26-27-28-29-"30"-31  >  32-40  >  54-56). 

(*So we shall clearly Witness these absolutely most Essential and important Verses above,             

manifestly and openly, again, in its Entirety, within the final post here.)           

  

Sahih Muslim, Book 1, Hadith 302 

 

          V V V V V V V  

 

 

Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) prophesied and said:  

 

I am the closest-One among humankind to “Jesus, Son of Mary”  

for/in “previous-times” (=in arabic: fiy “al-ula”)  
 

(=i.e. here a most specific reference to Prophet “Jesus, Son of Mary” (PbuH)  

who was sent by AL-LAH in “previous-times” before Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) therein above--    
 

and for/in “later-times” (=in arabic: fiy “al-akhirat”) 
 

(=i.e. here a most specific reference to His long awaited Mahdee descendant  

who would be sent by AL-LAH in “later-times” now after Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) therein above,    

and who would legitimately be entitled/named by AL-LAH  
as a  “Jesus, Son of Mary”, in this Final Age now, as we have clearly witnessed it above--   
 

They said: O AL-LAH’s Messenger how is it? Thereupon He (Peace be upon Him) said:  



 

(Because) all Prophets are brothers from Fatherly-line (=i.e. all of them are Descendants of Prophet Abraham (PbuH) therein)  

having different mothers. Their Religion is, however, One,  

and there is no “Nabiyyun” (=i.e. “Deliverer of Prophetic-Information”) between us  
 

(=i.e. between Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) and Prophet “Jesus, Son of Mary” (PbuH)  

who was sent by AL-LAH in “previous-times” as a “Nabiyyun”  before Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) therein above, 
 

and thus also between Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) and His long awaited Mahdee descendant  

who would be sent by AL-LAH in “later-times” now as a “Nabiyyun”  after Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) therein above,    

and who would legitimately be entitled/named by AL-LAH  
as a  “Jesus, Son of Mary”, in this Final Age now, as we have clearly witnessed it above.--   

 

Sahih Muslim, Book 43, Hadith 190   

 

   V V V V V V V 

 

Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) prophesied and said:  

 

There (shall be) no “Nabiyyun” (=i.e. “Deliverer of Prophetic-Information”) between me and him,  

that is, “Jesus” (=i.e. here again, a most specific reference  

also and especially to His Mahdee descendant who would be sent by AL-LAH in “later-times” now  

as a “Nabiyyun”  after Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) therein above,    

and who would legitimately be entitled/named by AL-LAH  
as a  “Muhammad”  and also as a  “Jesus, Son of Mary”, in this Final Age now,  

as we have clearly witnessed it above,  
 

=i.e. that long awaited "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"  as clearly Foretold in QURAN,  

in the first place, again, above =QURAN, Chapter: Ali Imran 81  >>>   Ahzab 7-8)--    
 

 

For he (=i.e. “Jesus” = His Mahdee descendant again above) will surely come down  
 

--(to reside in that most specific  “Valley of Serenity”  of/in the  Western-Hemisphere, in this Final Age now;  

*as we will clearly Witness it, inshaAL-LAH, in the next post here)--  
 

so when you see him, you must recognize him (=i.e. “Jesus” = His Mahdee descendant again above:  

 

A “Man” of --(based on “arabic/middle-eastern” physical measurements)-- medium height, and (his complexion will be)           
towards reddish and white,                  

and --thus especially,   

 



 

--due to/on  that “Left” side  above now--                             --due to/on  that “Right” side  above now--                   
 

                        between                  
                 ================                

         >>              “two-garments,”                         <<                       
                           ================ 

                       =in arabic:                  

   bayna “mumassaratayn,” 

 

(therefore) his head (would appear) as if (always) trickling (drops of sweat, --due to wholeheartedly & earnestly Working  

for/on  those “both” sides  above)-- even when/if no sweat afflicted him. 

=QURAN TESTAMENT 73/1-10, 20  =  48/29  
 

And he will --(here again, not in “bodily/physical” sense, but always exclusively in “allegorical/intellectual” sense)-- 

will fight the (disbelieving)-peoples in the Cause of  "Islam" (=i.e. "Surrender" to AL-LAH Alone,  

in this totally Peaceful and Rightful manner, here  =QURAN TESTAMENT 3/84-85  &  2/256  &  60/8)--   

  

And he (=i.e. “Jesus” = His Mahdee descendant again above)  

--(here again, in “figurative” sense)-- will thus break the "Cross"  (=i.e. by absolutely refuting   

this "Messiah Dajjal" =  this "False Messiah" ideology, symbolized by the "(false) Cross", 

as it is strongly Refuted and utterly Condemned by our LORD AL-LAH,  
in the first place, again, here  =QURAN TESTAMENT  5/17-18-19  >>  72-73-74)-- 
 

and he (=i.e. “Jesus” = His Mahdee descendant again above)    

--(here again, in “figurative” sense)-- will thus kill the "Pig"  (=i.e. by absolutely refuting   

this "Messiah Dajjal" =  this "False Messiah" ideology, represented by such false "Clergy" 

here  =QURAN TESTAMENT  5/59-“60”-61-62-63-- 

as it is strongly Refuted and utterly Condemned by our LORD AL-LAH,  
in the first place, again, here  =QURAN TESTAMENT  5/17-18-19  >>  72-73-74)--   
 

and he (=i.e. “Jesus” = His Mahdee descendant again above)    

--(here again, in “figurative” sense)-- will abolish the “Jizyah/Tax” (=i.e. by absolutely refuting   

this "Messiah Dajjal" =  this "False Messiah" ideology above,  

and exempting all such truthful "Christians" here  =QURAN TESTAMENT  5/83-84-85   

from this “pecuniary obligation”  =QURAN TESTAMENT  9/29-30-31-32-33   

by this Most-Compassionate & Most Benevolent Commandment of our LORD AL-LAH,  
in the first place, again, here  =QURAN TESTAMENT  5/17-18-19  >>  “69”  >>  72-73-74)-- 

  

And in his Time  (=i.e. “Jesus” = His Mahdee descendant again above, in this Final Age now) 

--thus especially,   



 

   --due to/on  that “Left” side  above now--            --due to/on  that “Right” side  above now--                                       
 

   AL-LAH will utterly-nullify            and HE will utterly-nullify            
   (false) religions, all of them,                                                 "Messiah Dajjal"              
               (=i.e. that  "False Messiah"  ideology above),  

  

 

that only "Islam" (=i.e. "Surrender" to AL-LAH Alone,  

in this totally Peaceful and Rightful manner, again here  =QURAN TESTAMENT 3/84-85  &  2/256  &  4/114  &  60/8)  

--(will thus Forever-Firmly-Stand).   

  

And he (=i.e. “Jesus” = His Mahdee descendant again above)-- will (thus) remain on the earth (for/upon) “Forty” years:     

 

Year No.                        Year No’s.                      Year No’s.       

“40”     39 38 37 36 35 34 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20     19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1     .               .      

.     *          ^                                      ^       ^                                                                           ^ 

                         =19x...                                        =19x... 

 

and then he will be taken-away, and all truthful "Surrenders" (to AL-LAH Alone, again here =3/84-85)  

will support/pray over him --(here thus  =QURAN TESTAMENT  47/19  &  2/285-286  &  37/181-182).    

 

Sunan Abi Dawud, Book 39, Hadith 34 

 

 

    V V V V V V V 

 

 

Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) prophesied and said:  
 

Whoever says, when he/she hears the Caller:   
 

“I bear Witness that there is no “God” (=i.e. “Authority” to Whom belongs  “All-Praise”  (=in arabic:  “Al-Hamd”)  

and  “All-Judgment”  (=in arabic:  “Al-Hukm”) here and in the hereafter, Forever =28/70)-- except AL-LAH Alone,  

(and) there is no “Partner” to/with HIM  (=17/111  &  18/26-27), 

 



 

and I bear witness that “Muhammad” (=i.e. here again, a most specific reference  

thus especially and also to His Mahdee descendant who would legitimately be entitled/named by AL-LAH  
as a  “Muhammad”  in this Final Age now, as we have clearly witnessed it above,  
 

 
--thus especially  

 

--due to/on  that “Left” side  above now--                             --due to/on  that “Right” side  above now--          
  

            “HIS Servant,”          and  “HIS Messenger,”  

 

and I am perfectly-blessed-and-happy with AL-LAH as (my) LORD  (=42/10),    
 

and with "Islam" (=i.e. "Surrender" to AL-LAH Alone,  

in this totally Peaceful and Rightful manner, again here:  

=QURAN TESTAMENT 3/84-85  &  2/256  &  4/114  &  60/8)--  as (my) Religion,  

 

and with “Muhammad”  (=i.e. here again, a most specific reference   

thus especially and also to His Mahdee descendant who would legitimately be entitled/named by AL-LAH  
as a  “Muhammad”  and also as a  “Jesus, Son of Mary”, in this Final Age now,  

as we have clearly witnessed it above,  
 

=i.e. that long awaited "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"  as clearly Foretold in QURAN,  

in the first place, again, above =QURAN, Chapter: Ali Imran 81  >>>   Ahzab 7-8)--  as (my) “Nabiyyun”  

(=i.e. “Deliverer of Prophetic-Information”),    

 

all his/her (past)-sins will be forgiven to him/her --(in this Case now, here:   
 

=QURAN TESTAMENT  39/33-34-35  &  25/70-71, 72-73-74-75-76  &  49/15  &  …… 

 

Sunan Ibn Majah, Book 3, Hadith 16 

 
            V V V V V V V 

 
 

 

 

 



 

Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) prophesied and said:   
 

 
Disagreement/Disunity will prevail (among his followers) at the death of a “Khalifa” (=i.e. a most specific and  
 
perfect reference to “Rashad Khalifa” who was martyred just before the advent of this  
 
long awaited "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant" above, 
 

*so please, clearly see who “Rashad Khalifa” really was, and why was He (PbuH) sent by AL-LAH    
just before the advent of this long awaited "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"  therein, in the first place,   

now here  =QURAN TESTAMENT  37/129-130)-- 

 
and (at that time) a “Man” of the people of “the Prominent-City” (=in arabic: “al-Medina”)  
 

(=i.e. a most specific reference to that long awaited Mahdee descendant of Prophet Muhammad (PbuH)  

who would legitimately be entitled/named by AL-LAH  
as a  “Muhammad”  and also as a  “Jesus, Son of Mary”, in this Final Age now,   

as we have clearly witnessed it above,  
 

=i.e. that long awaited "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"  as clearly Foretold in QURAN,  

in the first place, again, above =QURAN, Chapter: Ali Imran 81  >>>   Ahzab 7-8)-- 
 
 
will come out --(from that “Prominent-City”  =  “Istanbul”  mentioned above)-- flying to “the Desert-City” (=in arabic: “al-Mecca”   
 

--wherein that most specific “Khalifa” appointed by AL-LAH mentioned above had resided therein =  “Tucson”   
 
--of/in the  Western-Hemisphere, in this Final Age now).     
    
 
 
But (then) some of the people of “the Desert-City” (=in arabic: “al-Mecca”  --of/in the  Western-Hemisphere  above again therein)  
 
will come to him, and send him out (from therein) though he would be unwilling (to leave it). 
 
 
And thereafter (some) will pledge-allegiance to him between --thus especially,  
 
 

--due to/on  that “Left” side  above now--                             --due to/on  that “Right” side  above now-- 
 

            “Supporting-Place,”                                   and “Standing-Place,”             
                                     
              =in arabic:           =in arabic:                             
           “al-Rukn,”            wa  “al-Maqam,”              
         

  
 
And a searching-force will then be sent after him from “the Large-City” (=in arabic: “al-Shaam”)   
 
but they will be utterly brought down in the broad-places between --thus especially,  

 
 

--due to/on  that “Left” side  above now--                             --due to/on  that “Right” side  above now-- 

 



 

                       “the Desert-City,”                                       and “the Prominent-City,”            
                                     
              =in arabic:           =in arabic:                             
          “al-Mecca”            wa  “al-Medina”  
 
     .                  of/in the               of/in the             
   . Western-Hemisphere             Eastern-Hemisphere             
           therein above,                     therein above.                
        
  
_______________________________  

*So please, certainly see this  “perfectly brought down  searching-force  --(which mainly consist of  

such “hypocrites” & “disbelievers” therein)-- in this Respect above, now, here: 
 

A  GLORIOUS  MIRACLE 

http: // 19covenant19.com/A-GLORIOUS-MIRACLE.pdf  

*please, clearly see it on  page no. 14  and then also  23-24  in this Respect above, therein now. 

_______________________________                
  
 

__________________ 

*Here, we should also certainly note the Fact that  

the arabic term:  “al-Medina”  above essentially means:  “the Prominent-City”  

and thus, it is mentioned throughout QURAN TESTAMENT  

to refer to various “Prominent-Cities”  of/in our World therein.   

(*so please, clearly see it now, e.g. here  =QURAN TESTAMENT  7/123  &  12/30  &  15/67  &  18/19  &  36/20  &  ……). 
 

And so, the same applies to the arabic term:  “al-Mecca”  above which essentially means:  “the Desert-City”  

and thus, it can also absolutely and perfectly refer to various “Desert-Cities” of/in our World now,  

as we have clearly Witnessed it above.                       
__________________ 

 

     
And when the people see This --(Awesome MIRACLE clearly Referred to above)--  
 
the insightful-ones of “the Large-City” (=in arabic: “al-Shaam”) and the cognizant-ones of the people of  
 
“the Huge-County” (=in arabic: “al-Iraaq”) will come to him and pledge-allegiance to him (=i.e. that long awaited  
 

Mahdee descendant of Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) who would legitimately be entitled/named by AL-LAH  
 

 

as a  “Muhammad”  and also as a  “Jesus, Son of Mary”, in this Final Age now, as we have clearly witnessed it above,  

 

=i.e. that long awaited "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"  as clearly Foretold in QURAN,  

in the first place, again, above  =QURAN, Chapter: Ali Imran 81  >>>   Ahzab 7-8)-- 
 

 
between --here again, thus especially, 
 

 
 

--due to/on  that “Left” side  above now--                             --due to/on  that “Right” side  above now-- 



 

                     “Supporting-Place,”                                   and “Standing-Place,”             
                             

 
 

              =in arabic:           =in arabic:                             
                    “al-Rukn,”           wa  “al-Maqam,”  

 
 
  
 
(But) then there will arise a “Man” of a “Prevalent-Tribe” (=in arabic: “Quraysh”) whose supporters  
 
would act (like) “Dogs” (=in arabic: “Kalbun”),   
 
and he (=i.e. that hostile “Man” mentioned above) will send against them a searching-force but they (=i.e.  
 
that long-awaited Mahdee descendant of Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) together with all truthful Believers who would  
 
rightfully follow Him in this Respect here, in this Final Age now  =QURAN-TESTAMENT 12/108  &  6/114-115  &  7/196)--   
 
 

will prove-Victorious over them (=i.e. those fanatic “supporters” of that hostile “Man” who would act  
 
like “Dogs” mentioned above;  *so please, absolutely See it, in the very first place, now also here:   
 
 

=QURAN-TESTAMENT  7/175-176-177  
 
 
 
And Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) concluded (therein) thus: 
 
 

And this is the searching-force of “Dog” (=in arabic: that “Kalbin” above).  
 
So then, huge-loss will be for/upon those who do not Witness the booty of “Dog” (=in arabic: that “Kalbin” again above).  
 
……… 
 

Sunan Abi Dawud, Book 38, Hadith 8 

 
  
_______________________________  

*So please, certainly see this most specific booty of “Dog” (=in arabic: “Kalbin” above) 

that which --(as another Awesome MIRACLE in this Final Age now)-- will ultimately prove-Victorious  
 
over them (=i.e. that hostile “Man” and his fanatic “supporters” who would act like “Dogs” mentioned above,  
 
as clearly Foretold, in the very first place, again here  =QURAN-TESTAMENT  7/175-176-177),  
 
in this Respect above, now, here: 
 

A JOYFUL MIRACLE 

http: // 19covenant19.com/A-JOYFUL-MIRACLE.pdf  

*so please, clearly see it (=i.e. that “Dog” = in arabic: “al-Kalbi” mentioned here  =QURAN-TESTAMENT  7/175-“176”-177   
 
in this Respect above)-- on  page no. 19  therein now, in the first place. 
_______________________________                
    

 

                                 V V V V V V V 

 

 



 

 

Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) prophesied and said:  
 

By HIM in Whose “Hand” (=i.e. under Whose “Ultimate Power & Protection”) is My soul;  

“(Jesus), Son of Mary” (=i.e. here again, a most specific reference  

to His Mahdee descendant who would legitimately be entitled/named by AL-LAH  
as a  “Muhammad”  and also as a  “Jesus, Son of Mary”, in this Final Age now,  

as we have clearly witnessed it above,  
 

=i.e. that long awaited "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"  as clearly Foretold in QURAN,  

in the first place, again, above =QURAN, Chapter: Ali Imran 81  >>>   Ahzab 7-8)--   

 

will certainly declare --thus especially  

 

--due to/on  that “Left” side  above now--                             --due to/on  that “Right” side  above now--          
  

           “Hajj-Visitation,”            and “Umra-Visitation,”  

 

or/and he will  bring-“two-of-them”-together  --(as clearly Seen above),  

in the “Valley of Rawhaa” (=in english:  “Valley of Serenity”  of/in the  Western-Hemisphere, in this Final Age now).     

 

Sahih Muslim, Book 15, Hadith 237 

 

__________________ 

*So please, certainly see this most specific  “Valley of Rawhaa”  

(=in english:  “Valley of Serenity”  of/in the  Western-Hemisphere  above) 
 

as it has clearly been Foretold --in such a  Perfect “Symmetrical” Manner  here again-- 

by Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) in His most Miraculous and important Hadith (=i.e. Prophetic Saying) above, 

now, first of all, again, here:      
  

EXCELLENT MIRACLES (4)                       

http: // 19covenant19.com/BIBLICAL-4.pdf 

So please, certainly see it clearly and openly on  p. 130  &  273-274-275  therein,                  
in the first place, above. 
 

*So here, we should also absolutely note this most Essential and important Fact, 

first of all, here again, thus: 
 

Because that the “Sun” (=i.e. an “allegorical” reference to  

that long awaited  Messenger/“MESSAGE” of the Covenant  as clearly Foretold in QURAN,  

in the first place, again, here  =QURAN, Chapter: Ali Imran 81  >>>   Ahzab 7-8  



 

that is specifically likened to  “Sun-Light”  from the very beginning, therein:  

=QURAN TESTAMENT  71/16 (= “Siraajan”)   >   33/46 (= “Siraajan”)   
 

would thus  --(by the Perfect Commandment of our LORD AL-LAH)--  absolutely Rise,  

in this Final Age now, specifically from/within the “West” --(*so please, absolutely see it  

in that most Miraculous and important Hadith (=i.e. Prophetic Saying) of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him)  

(here =Sahih Bukhari, Book 92, Hadith 68) on  p. 273-“274”-275  therein, above, also in this Respect now)--  
 

so therefore, all of those clear Names of the most specific “Locations,” and “Peoples,” and “Regions,” etc.  

in His most Miraculous and important Hadith (=i.e. Prophetic Sayings) above; 

for example: 
 

=  “Bawla”   (=in english:  “Land of Loyalty”),  

=  “Hijaz”   (=in english:  “Coastland”),  

=  “Banee Asfar”   (=in english: “Descendants of Blond-People”),  

=  “al-Roum”   (=in english: “the Giants”),    

=  “Qustuntiniyyata”   (=in english:  “Principal-City”),  
 

and here, finally, 

=  “al-Shaam”   (=in english:  “the Large-City”) 

=  “al-Iraaq”   (=in english:  “the Huge-County”)   

=  “al-Medina”   (=in english:  “the Prominent-City”)  

=  “al-Mecca”   (=in english:  “the Desert-City”)  

=  “Valley of Rawhaa”   (=in english:  “Valley of Serenity”) above 

   

thus always clearly and unmistakably Refer to  

those that are specifically of/in the  “Western-Hemisphere”   
 

---as the “Sun” (=i.e. that long awaited  Messenger/“MESSAGE” of the Covenant  above 

has thus already Risen from the “West”  (=Sahih Bukhari, Book 92, Hadith 68)---     
 

in this Respect above, in this Final Age now.     

__________________________ 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

__________________________ 

*So please, certainly see all of those other most Miraculous and important Hadith (=i.e. Prophetic Sayings)    

of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him), in this Most Specific Respect, above,  

first of all, again, here: 

QuintEssential "19" of/in  “QURAN-TESTAMENT”  and  of/in  “QURAN”  (=20/133-135)  { 1 }           
http: // 19covenant19.com/QuintEssential_“19”_of/in_QURAN-TESTAMENT_and_of/in_QURAN!_=20_133-135.pdf 

*We should absolutely Witness it on  page no. 52-53, first of all,   

in this Most Specific Respect above, therein now, in the first place.                  
__________________________ 

  

 

Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) prophesied and said:  

 

The first (two) “Signs” to appear --(for/in this Final Age now)-- will be:  
 

  the Rising of the  “Sun”  from its setting-place (=i.e. from the  “West”,    

in this Final Age now, as we have clearly Witnessed it  

in that most Miraculous and important Hadith (=i.e. Prophetic Sayings) of Prophet Muhammad -Peace be upon Him-  

in this Most Specific Respect, already in the previous page, above.) 
 

(*Then here again, first of all, we should absolutely note the Fact that  

the “Sun” mentioned in the above Hadith is, here again, an “allegorical” reference   

to that long awaited  Messenger/“MESSAGE” of the Covenant   

which was already specifically likened to  “Sun-Light”  from the very beginning, again, here:  

=QURAN TESTAMENT  71/16 (= “Siraajan”)   >   33/46 (= “Siraajan”)--  

 

  and the Emergence of the “Moving-Creature” (=in arabic: “Dabbat”) unto the People at forenoon.  

_______________________ 

*So we should absolutely Witness it, in this Final Age now,                     
in this Most Specific Respect above, first of all, here: 
 

The Advent of  “Dabbat”  on  “December 19, 1974”  awesomely Foretold here!             
=QURAN TESTAMENT  27/82                         
http: // 19covenant19.com/The_Advent_of_“ComputeR”_on_December_19,_1974_awesomely_foretold_here!_=27_82.pdf                  

_______________________ 

 

 

And then, Abdullah said: Whichever of those two (“Signs”) above     

(=i.e.  
 

  the Rising of the  “Sun”  (=i.e. that long awaited  Messenger/“MESSAGE” of the Covenant  above)-- from the “West”,    

 

or/and   



 

  the Emergence of the “Moving-Creature” (=i.e. that  “Dabbat” = “Computer”  above)-- unto the People at forenoon,  
 

 

appears first, the other (“Sign”) will come soon after (the first one)! 

 

Sunan Ibn Majah, Book 36, Hadith 144 

 

   V V V V V V V 

 

Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) prophesied and said: 
 

The “Hour” (=i.e. here again, a most specific reference  

also and especially to the “Hour” of this fast-approaching dreadful “Heavenly Requitals,”  

here in this Case  =QURAN TESTAMENT  44/10-14, 15-16  in this Final Age now)-- 
 

will not come until the  “Sun”  rises (first of all) from its setting-place (=i.e. from the  “West”   

in this Final Age now, as we have clearly Witnessed it  

in that most Miraculous and important Hadith (=i.e. Prophetic Sayings) of Prophet Muhammad -Peace be upon Him-  

in this Most Specific Respect, already in the previous page, above)--  
 

and when the  “Sun”  (=i.e. here again, an “allegorical” reference  

to that long awaited  Messenger/“MESSAGE” of the Covenant   

which was already specifically likened to  “Sun-Light”  from the very beginning, again, here:  

=QURAN TESTAMENT  71/16 (= “Siraajan”)   >   33/46 (= “Siraajan”)--  

 

Rises --(from the  “West”  above)-- and the (truthful) People see it, they will believe (therein), all together.  

And that is the time, “when his/her belief will not benefit to any Person (thereafter)."  
 

Then Abu Hurayrah recited (in this Respect) this whole Verse therein: 

 

===================                       

158-  (So), would they still wait until the Angels come to them, or your LORD comes,               

or certain “Signs” (=i.e. such as that “Hour”  clearly Foretold above)-- from your LORD comes?   

The day that certain “Signs” (=i.e. such as that “Hour”  clearly Foretold above =QURAN TESTAMENT  44/10-14, 15-16)-- 

comes from your LORD, his/her belief will not benefit to any Person (therein),   

--thus especially  

 

--due to/on  that “Left” side  above now--                        --due to/on  that “Right” side  above now-- 
 

                  if he/she did not           or he/she (did not)               
.   already “believe” (therein) before,      already “gain” in his/her belief any Good (therein)!   

           (in arabic: “amanat”)              (in arabic: “kasabat”) 



 

Say: Wait (then); for certainly, we (too) will be Waiting --(here:  

 

=QURAN TESTAMENT  44/10-14, 15-16   &   16/24-29,  30-32)! 

 
QURAN TESTAMENT  6/158 

===================  

 

 

So now, let us clearly Witness here  

this most Miraculous and Important  Chapter No. "20",  Verses No. "133-134-135"   

of/in  "QURAN TESTAMENT"  in this Respect, again, above,  

Finally, now here thus:   

 

 

===================   

133-  And they said: If only "he" (=i.e.  this Most Essential and Important  "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"   

= that long-awaited Mahdee "descendant" of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) above,   

as clearly Foretold here again, in the first place, above:   
 

=QURAN,  Ali Imran  81   >>>    Ahzab  7-8 
 

would bring us a "Sign" from his LORD!  
 

 

But has not the "Clear-Proof" (=in arabic: "Bayyinatu") already Come to them which was (also  

clearly Foretold/Decreed) in the "Previous PAGES" (=i.e. namely "PAGES" of  -Previously Sent Down-  "QURAN" & "Hadith"   

above). 

 

 

*as we have already clearly and unmistakably Witnessed this "Clear-Proof" (=in arabic: "Bayyinatu")  

as such a Most Magnificent and Perfect "Sign" (=in arabic: "Ayatin")  

--as clearly Pointed Out in the above Verse, in the very first place, therein,  

now here:  

 

  --due to/on  the “Left” side  above--                         --due to/on  the “Right” side  above--   
 

                Especially                    Especially                  
            with Regard to               with Regard to 

            total Number of               total Number of              

                                     V                             V                

                           Chapters        <  >            Chapters                       

                              and            and              



              

              (Four)          (Four)                 

.         “Words”              “Words”                 

.               of                                  of 

                   Basmalahs        <  >                   Basmalahs              

                       V                            V  
  

        of/in the whole                                                                      of/in the whole                               

. "QURAN-TESTAMENT"         &                  "QURAN"                                

.                   Above,                       Above, 
 

 

 

in such a perfectly Equal/Parallel  and  absolutely Complementary/Corresponding  Excellent Manner             therein,  
 

in all of those  "19" Coded,  Absolutely  MOST ESSENTIAL  Miracles   
 

--(as all of them manifestly, thoroughly and clearly Presented in the very first posts) above,  

in this Final Age now.) 
 

 

134-  (Because) if We had annihilated them with a Retribution before this, they would have said:                

Our LORD, if only YOU had Sent us a "Messenger"  (=i.e. this Most Essential and Important "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"   

=i.e. that long-awaited Mahdee "descendant" of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) above,   

as clearly Foretold here again, in the first place, above:   
 

=QURAN,  Ali Imran  81   >>>    Ahzab  7-8 
 

so we could follow YOUR "Signs" (in Arabic: "Ayat") before we are 
 

 

 

                because of their such                            because of their such               
 ignorant, arrogant and hostile rejection        ignorant, arrogant and hostile rejection           .                  
    (of the "Signs" > 22/72 = 29/47)            (of the "Signs" > 22/72 = 29/49) 

  

         --of  the “Left” side  above--                                   --of  the “Right” side  above--   
 

                "humiliated,"                                  and  "shamed!" 
 

 

 

135-  Say: All are anticipating, so anticipate; and/for you will (thus) come to know   
 

=QURAN TESTAMENT  17/7-8-9    &     9/97-98-99    

=QURAN TESTAMENT  44/10-11-12-13-14,  15-16   

=QURAN TESTAMENT  16/24-29,  30-32              
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

    due to their such                                  due to their such                                              
. truthful, earnest and sincere belief            truthful, earnest and sincere belief                
  (in the "Signs" > 25/73 = 29/47)                      (in the "Signs" > 25/73 = 29/49) 

 

         

        --of  the “Left” side  above--                                   --of  the “Right” side  above--   
 

                                who                  who  

 "the People of the Straight Path"           "the Guided-Ones" 

                          are;                          are! 
 

 

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  20/133-134-135    

================ 

   

 

 

 

 

So now, let us clearly Witness here  

this Most Miraculous and Essential  Chapter "74"  of/in  "QURAN TESTAMENT"   

--(wherein  Code "19"  is most clearly and unmistakably Referred to  

and manifestly and perfectly Described therein),   
 

Finally, now here thus:   

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

******************************************************************************************* 

 

 "QURAN TESTAMENT"                                         

.        Chapter No. "74"   
          

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  24-  And he (=i.e. a disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person) said:  
 

"This (=QURAN TESTAMENT) is nothing except an ancient Magic." 
 

25-  "This is nothing except a (fabricated) Saying of a human-being."  
 

26-  (AL-LAH said): So (now) I will get him into Uprooter  

--(thereby thus to absolutely Prove to him and to the whole World that   

"QURAN TESTAMENT"  is definitely Not a man-made Message,  

as that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person erroneously claimed above,  
 

but it is absolutely most Superb and matchless  Word  of  AL-LAH  here =17/88)!                                                     
 
27-  So what made you know what an Uprooter?                                                                                                 
 
28-  It does not let-last  --(but exclusively and only  in "allegorical/intellectual" sense  here,              
utterly-eradicates  any disbelief and skepticism                    
   

*as it is already ignorantly put forth by that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person therein, --in Verse No. 24  above), 

by those Perfect MIRACLES  on  the “Left” side  above)--  
 

and It does not let-stay  --(but exclusively and only  in "allegorical/intellectual" sense  here again,             
utterly-devastates  any disbelief and skepticism                    
   

*as it is already ignorantly put forth by that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person therein, again, --in Verse No. 25  above), 

by those Perfect MIRACLES  on  the “Right” side  above)--   
 

 
29-  (For, it presents such MIRACULOUS)-- "Tables"                             
--(due to/on  that “Left” side   &   due to/on  that “Right” side  above)-- for the Humanity.                       
                                                                                                                                     
 

30-  Upon it (shall be)  "19!" 

 

*as we have already clearly and unmistakably Witnessed  

its  Absolutely  MOST AWESOME  Fulfillment  here:  

 

    --due to/on  the “Left” side  above--                         --due to/on  the “Right” side  above--   
 

                Especially                    Especially                  
            with Regard to               with Regard to 

            total Number of               total Number of              



                                     V                             V                

                           Chapters        <  >            Chapters                       

                              and            and              
              

              (Four)          (Four)                 

.         “Words”              “Words”                 

.               of                                  of 

                   Basmalahs        <  >                   Basmalahs              

                       V                            V  
  

        of/in the whole                                                                      of/in the whole                               

. "QURAN-TESTAMENT"         &                  "QURAN"                                

.                   Above,                       Above, 
 

 

in such a perfectly Equal/Parallel  and  absolutely Complementary/Corresponding  Excellent Manner        therein,  
 

in all of those  "19" Coded,  Absolutely  MOST ESSENTIAL  Miracles   
 

--(as all of them manifestly, thoroughly and clearly Presented in the very first posts) above,  
 

in this Final Age now.) 

 

 

31-  For We have made the guardians of the hellfire to be Angels;  

and We did not make their Number (=that "19" above) except as a Test for those who have rejected; 
 

  
=so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs) shall attain-Certainty,  
 

=and those who have Faith (among/in all Nations-Peoples, Worldwide) shall increase in Faith,  
 

=and so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs)  
 

=and the Faithful (among/in all Nations-Peoples, Worldwide) shall not have any doubt,  
 
 

and so that those who have a sickness in their hearts and the rejecters shall say:  
 

"What is it that AL-LAH has (Really) Meant by this  "Allegory"  --(already Cited   

in those most specific  "26-30th  Verses"  above.) 
  
 

Thus, AL-LAH will Send astray whoever wishes (to go astray)                   

--thus especially, due to/on  the “Left” side  of those 

"19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-27-28-29-"30"-31)           
 

above now-- (=29/"47"),     
 

and HE will Guide whoever wishes (to go guided)                      

--thus especially, due to/on  the “Right” side  of those                       



 

"19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-27-28-29-"30"-31)                 
 

above now-- (=29/"49")!     
 

 

And none know the Forces of your LORD except HIM;  

and "It" (=i.e.  that "Uprooter" again, as clearly Pointed Out  
in the above  "26-30th  Verses")--  is but a "Commemoration" (="Dhikra") for all Humanity.  
 

 

 

32-  No, by the Moon.    

33-  And the Night when it turns-away. 
 

34-  And the Morning when it shines-forth. 
 

 

 

35-  Absolutely, "It" (=i.e.  that "Uprooter" again, as clearly Pointed Out  
 

in the above "26-30th  Verses")-- is One of the Greatest-(MIRACLES)! 
 

36-  (Also) a "Warning" to all Humanity.  
 

 

37-  For any among you who wishes --by truly believing in and wholeheartedly Repenting to HIM              

due to/on  the “Left” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-"30"-31)      

above now =29/"47"--  to "Advance,"     

or --by utterly rejecting and crookedly running away from HIM                    

due to/on  the “Right” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-"30"-31)      

above now =29/"49"--  to "regress!"  

 

--(with Regard to the whole  "QURAN-TESTAMENT"  and  with Regard to the whole  "QURAN"  above,  

here Again, in this Final Age now,  

as we have already clearly Witnessed it also in the previous post, in the first place, above,  

therein again, Clearly and Pefectly, thus:            

 
"19" Coded  MIRACLES   (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17         >>      26-27-28-29-"30"-31)             
                              ^                       ^ 

                                                                                                   (=20/133-134-135          29/47         &     29/49)                    

                                                                                  (Signs ^ Ayat)          (Signs ^ Ayat)     (Signs ^ Ayat)                
               

 

 

 

38-  Every soul (shall be) held --(and Most Fairly/Equitably be Requited therein)-- for/by what               
it earns --(here =40/17, 40)! 
 

39-  Except for the People of the Righteousness (=84/7-8-9). 
 

 



 

40-  (They shall be) in Gardens, asking,  
 

41-  about the criminals: 
 

42-  What has led you into "Uprooter" --(as we have clearly seen "It" in the above  "27-30th  Verses;"                

=i.e.  that "eradicator  &  devastator" above, now also  in "real/physical" sense  in the Hereafter therein).  
 

 

43-  They said: We have not been of those Supporters --due to/on  the “Left” side  of those                  

"19" coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  above now =29/"47"!--    
 

 

44-  And we have not been Feeding the Poor --due to/on  the “Right” side  of those                

"19" coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  above now =29/"49"!--    
  
  

45-  But we have been blundering with those blunderers --(with regard to HIS Signs > Ayat  here  =6/68-69  

in such hostile, arrogant and despotic manners therein: 22/72                                        

       .                           (Signs ^ Ayat)           
 

46-  And we have been denying the Day of Recompense --(with regard to HIS Signs > Ayat  here  =83/11-13  

in such selfish, insolent and scornful manners therein:  83/10-13-17                
                                                                (Signs ^ Ayat)    
 

 

47-  Until the Certainty came to us --(here =32/11-12)! 

48-  So, no intercession of intercessors will never help them (therein: 20/109-111)                  

--when/if they never refrain from their such hostile, arrogant and despotic manners, 

and never Repent and Reform themselves even till the very end of a normal life-span  

here: 22/72   =   25/70-71, 72-73-74-75-76   &   4/17-18  

.    (Signs ^ Ayat)                 (Signs ^ Ayat)   
 

 

 
 

49-  And what is (amiss) with them  
that they (still) turn away from "the Commemorative" (="al-TaDhkirah") --(empasized at the end of            
Verse No. 31 above). 
 
50-  As if they were frightened "Zebras,"   
  

51-  Fleeing from a "Lion" --(which has absolutely  "19"  &  "19"  chromosomes,               
as in  perfect "pairs"  therein again)!    

   

*So here, we should also absolutely note the Fact that                        

Ali (PbuH) --the beloved Son-in-Law of Prophet Muhammad (PbuH)--                     

who was specifically appointed by Him also as  

such a most honored --(just like “Aaron” was to “Moses”)-- Assistant to Him therein:   
  

==========                          
Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) said to Ali: 
 

You are to Me in the position of “Aaron” to “Moses,”  
 



 

except that there is no “Nabiyya” (=i.e. “Deliverer of Prophetic-Information”) after Me.  

(=Tirmidhi,  Book 49,  Hadith 4095)       
 

*So here, specifically due to this Reason above, neither “Ali,” nor any of those other most honored Caliphs  

(=i.e. “Abu Bakr,” and “Umar,” and “Uthman”) --Peace be upon all (Four) of them above =QURAN, Al-An’am 54--           

were not named by Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him)   

also as “Nabiyya” (=i.e. “Deliverer of Prophetic-Information”) therein,            
 

because after Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) specifically and only His long awaited Mahdee descendant   

=i.e. that long awaited "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"  as clearly Foretold in QURAN,  

in the first place, again, above =QURAN, Chapter: Ali Imran 81  >>>   Ahzab 7-8)--    

was already named by Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) 

specifically and also as a “Nabiyyu” (=i.e. “Deliverer of Prophetic-Information”) above. 

So please, certainly see it again in His most Miraculous and essential “Hadith”  

--(as it is already clearly Presented in the previous posts)-- in this Respect, again,  

therein above:  
 

=Sahih Muslim,  Book 43,  Hadith 190 

=Sunan Abi Dawud,  Book 39,  Hadith 34 
 

And in this Respect again, we should also absolutely see this “Most Essential Document,”  

in the very first place, here: 

Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) is the "Seal-Final" (="Khatama") of (which) “Nabiyyeen/Prophets”?            
http: // 19covenant19.com/Prophet_Muhammad_(PbuH)_is_the_Seal-Final_(=Khatama)_of_(which)_“Prophets”_.pdf         

========== 

               
 

and then again, Ali (PbuH) --the beloved Son-in-Law of Prophet Muhammad (PbuH)-- above  

had already been described --allegorically-- also as  

such a formidable "Lion"  in the very first place, therein:   
 

=Sahih Muslim, Book 32, Hadith 160                 
 

And/for Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) and --in this Respect above-- His most honored Assistant Ali (PbuH)              

had already been destined by our LORD AL-LAH, from the very Beginning, therein,  
 

to be the  “Two Most Honorable Ancestors”  of His long awaited Mahdee descendant above:  
 

=Sunan Abi Dawud, Book 38, Hadith 12  
 

=i.e.  that long awaited  "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"                      

--(which was already clearly and unmistakably Foretold also in QURAN, in the very first place, again, therein:              

=QURAN, Chapter: Ali Imran 81  >>>   Ahzab 7-8)--           
 

for/in this Final Age, now.  



 

And so, especially and also due to this most Specific Fact above,  

this long awaited  Messenger/"MESSAGE" of the Covenant    

has thus already Most Miraculously and Perfectly been described here again --“allegorically” also as 
 

=such a most formidable "Lion"  

--(just like his “Two Most Honorable Ancestors”  =i.e. Prophet Muhammad and Ali (Peace be upon Two of Them above)--       
 

thus especially and also in this Respect, now,  

in these above Verses, from the very Beginning, therein  =QURAN TESTAMENT 74/49-50-"51"         

 

So in this Respect again, also that most famous “Dhul-Fiqar” (=i.e. “Double-Pointed  Sword”) of   

Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) and then --in this Respect again above-- His most honored Assistant Ali (PbuH) therein:  

=Sunan Ibn Majah, Book 24, Hadith 2915 
 

--here again, in perfect “figurative” sense-- is thus also clearly and unmistakably Foretelling us  

and thus perfectly Giving-us-Good-News about   

 

--due to/on  the “Left” side  above--               --due to/on  the “Right” side  above--   
 

           here again,                  here again, 

                     exclusively and only              exclusively and only                
.           in "allegorical/intellectual" sense                                in "allegorical/intellectual" sense              
                in this Final Age now,                                         in this Final Age now, 

 

 “Double-Pointed  Victory” 

               over all kinds of  
 

 

V                                                    V                   .     
.   disbelief                &                   skepticism  

                 

       by                      

--"19" Coded--  “Perfect Knowledge” 

         in this Final Age now. 

 

                     (*So please, absolutely see it, in this Respect, again,                      

.             in these above Verses therein:  74/26-27-"28"-29-30-31) 

 

 

 

 

 



 
52-  Alas, every one of them requires that "he" (=i.e.  that long awaited Mahdee "descendant"  

of Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) through His most honored Son-in-Law and Assistant Ali (PbuH) above-- 

be given disseminated Pages --(from Heaven/Sky now  =17/93-96)!  
 

53-  No, they do not fear the Hereafter. (=75/20-21- …… -34-35) 
 

 

54-  No, it is a "Commemorative" (="al-TaDhkirah") --(as empasized at the end of  

Verse No. 31 again above). 
 
55-  So whoever wishes will "take-Commemoration" therefrom --(as clearly Pointed Out at the very end of  

Verse No. 31 again above)!  
 

 

56-  But none will "take-Commemoration" except if AL-LAH wills   

--(when/if HE finds true Love and Sincerity and deep Devotion to HIM  

in the hearts, minds and souls of HIS Servants here, in the first place  =42/13-14-15-16).  
 

(For) HE (Alone) is --(especially, because of their such sincere Belief and Righteous-Deeds               

due to/on  the “Left” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-27-28-29-"30"-31)          
 

above now: 29/"47"   =   32/"15-16-17")--  Source  of  Salvation; .                    
.                 (Signs > Ayat)     (Signs > Ayat)                                     
 

 

and --(especially, because of their such sincere Belief and Righteous-Deeds                  

due to/on  the “Right” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-27-28-29-"30"-31)            
 

above now: 29/"49"   =   32/"15-16-17")--  Source  of  Forgiveness!                  
  .     (Signs > Ayat)     (Signs > Ayat)                

 
*as we have already clearly and unmistakably Witnessed  

its  Absolutely  MOST AWESOME  Fulfillment  here:  

 

    --due to/on  the “Left” side  above--                         --due to/on  the “Right” side  above--   
 

                Especially                    Especially                  
            with Regard to               with Regard to 

            total Number of               total Number of              

                                     V                             V                

                           Chapters        <  >            Chapters                       

                              and            and              
              



              (Four)          (Four)                 

.         “Words”              “Words”                 

.               of                                  of 
 

                   Basmalahs        <  >                   Basmalahs              

                       V                            V  
  

        of/in the whole                                                                      of/in the whole                               

. "QURAN-TESTAMENT"         &                  "QURAN"                                

.                   Above,                       Above, 
 

 

in such a perfectly Equal/Parallel  and  absolutely Complementary/Corresponding  Excellent Manner       therein,  
 

in all of those  "19" Coded,  Absolutely  MOST ESSENTIAL  Miracles   
 

--(as all of them manifestly, thoroughly and clearly Presented in the very first posts) above,  
 

here Again, for/in this Final Age now.) 

                                                                                         
  

QURAN TESTAMENT  Chapter No. "74,"   Verses No. "24- …… 30-31,  32- …… 55-56"   

******************************************************************************************        

  

 

========================== 

*Finally, we should absolutely See also this Most Essential Document here, in its Entirety,  

to clearly witness therein how Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) had already  

clearly and unmistakably Foretold about His long awaited Mahdee "descendant"  (=i.e. this  

Most Essential and Important  "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"  for all Nations-Peoples of the World, 

for/in this Final Age now, again, also here:  
 

"EXCELLENT  MIRACLES  (4)"                   

The  Most Miraculous  PROPHECIES  of  Prophet Muhammad (PbuH) 
http: // www.19covenant19.com/BIBLICAL-4.pdf  

========================== 

 

Remain in Peace/Salaam.  

 

 
 

 

And  he  who  came  with  The TRUTH, 
and  those  who  verified-it-as-TRUE, 
they  are  the Righteous. =39/33, .... 


